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Robert M. Seel 





Bulloch County Historical Society 
Post Office Box 42 
Statesboro, Georgia 30458 
INTRODUCTION 
We open this Book 7 of Readings in Bulloch County History with a brief history compiled from 
numerous sources by Rob Seel, an honor graduate in architecture from Clemson University. This 
background was used by Rob for his research project which was "A Survey of Nineteenth Century 
Architecture of Statesboro and Bulloch County." His project was illustrated with slides of Bulloch 
landmarks, presented to the Society and filed at the Statesboro Regional Library. 
LIFE member Rita Turner Wall has provided another rich account of county history and struc-
tures with her fine sketches and a wealth of terminology in her article. 
Nkenge Jackson, daughter of Bulloch native and Society member Alvin Jackson, won first place 
in the National History Day competition. We present her history of Willow Hill School and also 
her thorough report on the research which gained her first place. 
Dr. Dan Good, our papers editor, brought us a fine graduate student paper by Maggie Collins on 
Pretoria Station. 
Dr. Charles Bonds, Black History chairman, and Carolyn Postell, Marvin Pittman School 
teacher, developed biographical sketches of two outstanding Black citizens. The papers were read 
at a Society meeting and are included herein. 
Dorothy Brannen provided three items from the old Bulloch Times on the reminiscences of Con-
federate Veteran W.R. Whitaker, grandfather of Society member, Mrs. Rufus Burnsed. 
Finally, Evelyn Mabry has transcribed the Census of 1865, raising as many questions as were an-
swered by the transcription. Was this a state census? The inferior court minutes do not show any or-
der to take a census for the county. Why are so many names alike? Why are there so many clusters 
of names of only women listed? Spelling is shown as on the original, such as Coll ens, Trampnall, 
Nevils. Names on this 1865 Census were checked on the 1860 and 1870 Federal Census and tabulated 
in the transcription. The original 1865 Census is among the records in the overcrowded record room 
of the Probate Court of Bulloch County. 
October 1988 
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A Brief History of Bulloch County 
Based on Sources Provided by the 
Bulloch County Historical Society 
by 
Robert Matthew Seel 
Bulloch County was created from the counties of Screven and Bryan on February 8, 1796. Named 
for the ardent patriot and Georgia's first governor, Archibald Bulloch, 1 the main reason for creat-
ing the new county was not the population density, which was under 2,000, but the difficulty set-
tlers had in traversing the Ogeechee River to reach the county seat. 
George Sibbald, a land 
speculator from Augusta, sold 
two hundred acres of land to 
the residents of Bulloch Coun-
ty for one dollar on November 
7, 1801 for the purpose of esta-
blishing a county seat. Sib-
bald undoubtedly hoped that 
the new town would attract 
settlers to whom he could sell 
land at market prices. States-
borough was officially esta-
blished by an Act of the Geor-
gia Legislature and signed by 
Governor John Milledge on 
December 19, 1803. Although 
the origin of Statesborough's 
name is unclear, it is thought 
that it may reflect the states 
rights theory of local self 
government which President 
Thomas Jefferson supported.2 
County Surveyor Josiah 
Everett's plan for Statesbor-
ough was recorded on Febru-
ary 11, 1806. While Everett 
did not delineate boundaries 
for the town, he did lay out 
two sizes of lots; the large lots 
measured 132 feet square (inaccurately cited as one acre), while the smaller ones were 66 feet by 132 
feet (again incorrectly described as one half acre). The twenty eight lots were bordered by two sizes 
of streets laid out in a grid pattern. The wider streets measured sixty feet across and the others were 
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thirty three feet wide.3 
Neither Bulloch County nor Statesborough initially attracted prospective settlers in the way 
that other areas with richer soil did. In addition to this problem there were few roads and a lack 
of rail lines. As a result, the region experienced extremely slow growth through the 1870s. Census 
figures for Bulloch County show that the population grew from 2,305 in 1810 to 2,587 in 1820, an in-
crease of only 282. And in 1830, the number of inhabitants was the same as in 1820. During the 1830s, 
however, Bulloch County farmland became more attractive, possibly due to land shortages else-
where in Georgia, and the population increased accordingly to 3,102 in 1840. Bulloch County's popu-
lation continued to increase steadily yet slowly for the remainder of the antebellum period, reach-
ing 5,668 in 1860. The Civil War and its aftermath likely contributed to the slight decline in 
population of fifty eight between 1860 and 1870. 
Census figures are not available for Statesborough until 1880 when the town's population num-
bered twenty five; however, the sale of only 23 1/2 acres in town lots during the fifty years between 
1803 and 1853 parallels and probably lags behind the slow growth of the county as a whole. In an 
effort to increase the attractiveness of and demand for town lots, the residents of Statesborough in 
1853 had the unsold lots resurveyed and divided into ten acre plots.5 Although the success of this 
plan is uncertain, Statesborough was granted her first charter in 1866. The charter established the 
town's first legal boundaries which were located "one mile in every direction from the courthouse 
square" and provided for the official adoption of the Americanized spelling of Statesboro.6 
In 1864, two years prior to Statesboro's first charter, General Sherman's soldiers are said to 
have been disappointed when they found only a log courthouse, which they promptly burned, two 
boarding houses, and a whiskey store or two in town? The limited number and function of the build-
ings Sherman's troops found suggests that Statesboroqgh had very little commercial activity and 
that it served almost exclusively as the Bulloch County seat. 
As late as 1879, Statesboro appears to have functioned primarily for local government purposes. 
The city reportedly contained twenty two inhabitants, and the seventeen listed in Sholes' Georgia 
State Gazetteer were men. Ten of them were county officials and three were lawyers. Among the 
others listed, one was a doctor, another ran a hotel, and two operated a general store.8 The resi-
dents of Statesboro turned out regularly for Ordinary's Court, held on the first Monday of each 
month, as well as for the bi-annual Superior Court sessions known as "Big Court".9 
According to a newspaper account published in the Statesboro Eagle on April 18, 1889, a stranger 
is reported to have observed in 1879 that Statesboro "looked very much like a finished and dead 
town, and all it required was to have its funeral preached."10 Statesboro's physical appearance 
must have reflected its stagnant state and helped earn its negative reputation, which it shared 
with Jacksonborough, the county seat of neighboring Screven County, as "a good place to stay away 
from"11 Statesboro's unpopularity may also be attributed, at least in part, to the residents' alleged 
inhospitable treatment of visitors. Legend has it that if a stranger came into town without a good 
reason, he would be escorted out and separated from his valuables." 12 
Perhaps in response to the area's growth and the subsequent need for better transportation, the 
Central of Georgia Railway planned to construct a line through Bulloch County in 1835. However, 
opposition by area farmers, who supposedly viewed the smoke billowing train engines as potential 
fire hazards to their fields and forests, prevented surveyors from crossing the Ogeechee River into 
Bulloch County. The county's first railroad would not become a reality until half a century later. 
8 
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Statesboro's reputation and fortunes began to improve in the 1880s with the coming of the rail-
road. During this time E. E. Foy, a lumber and naval stores operator who later founded the E. E. Foy 
Manufacturing Company in nearby Egypt, Effingham County, built two of Bulloch County's early 
railroads which were used for hauling lumber out of the woods and shipping naval stores. The first 
railroad to serve Statesboro directly, the Dover and Statesboro railway, was incorporated in Janu-
ary, 1889. Largely through the support of local citizens, the railroad began operating in early Octo-
ber, 1889.13 
Statesboro's new found, if belated, prosperity began to be realized in increased commercial de-
velopment. By the early 1880s, there were several stores and hotels in town. Although its use is un-
certain, J. A. Brannen and R. F. (Bob) Lester constructed the first two story building in town in 
1881.14 Five years later in 1886, Brannen erected a row of eleven wooden stores along the west side 
of North Main Street across from the courthouse. A disastrous fire destroyed the entire block in 
1888; however, within several months, new small brick stores had been built. A daughter of the 
owner observed years later that "in those days a man had no time for whining even if. there was no 
insurance ... one just kept fighting."15 
Perhaps indicative of the desire for growth felt by many of Statesboro's residents, the follow-
ing article appeared on February 28, 1889 in the Statesboro Eagle. Editor J. A. Brannen wrote: 
Lots are being bought every day [sic] in this embryo city. Let people who own the land lay out 
streets and sell their lots. That is the only way to build a town. The fellow who holds on to his land 
and won't sell is a drawback and after it is too late he finds out he ought to have sold that land 
long ago. 16 
The desire for growth appears to have become reality, at least in terms of population, for the 
number of inhabitants in Statesboro increased dramatically frqm twenty five to 525 between 1880 
and 1890. This tremendous increase was largely due to the initiative of local citizens who encour-
aged and invested in railroad links with other communities. Statesboro residents not only bought 
stock, but they also helped grade road beds and supplied much needed raw materials such as tim-
ber.17 
By 1889, Statesboro boasted a variety of business establishments such as the general stores of 
Blitch & Blitch and Smith & Turner, John Smith's stables, and Mrs. J. V. Langford's millinery shop 
in which she sold "stylish hats, flowers, birds, and ribbons." In addition, J. A. Brannen sold real 
estate, Dr. M. M. Holland owned the Statesboro Drug Store, and W. D. Davis advertised cotton gins 
"guaranteed to gin 800 pounds of lint a day."18 
Statesboro received her second charter on September 2, 1889. According to its terms, the town's 
boundaries were changed to extend one half mile north, south, east, and west "so as to have the cor-
poration one mile square from the courthouse."19 It is uncertain as to why the area of Statesboro 
was reduced at this time, especially considering recent development, unless it was an attempt to 
create a more manageable entity. Although City Council tried to have the boundaries changed back 
as early as 1899,20 the 1866 boundaries were not reestablished until the adoption of the city's 
fourth and current charter in 1912.21 The 1889 charter also provided for the election of Statesboro's 
first mayor, J. A. Brannen, and five councilmen. 22 
Economic prosperity continued for Statesboro throughout the 1890s. During the decade, the 
town's population more than doubled to reach 1,150 by 1900. 
The late nineteenth century growth of the local business community along North Main Street, 
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South Main Street, and the south side of East Main Street also reflects Statesboro's flourishing eco-
nomic atmosphere. Some of the businesses located on North Main Street at this time were J. F. 
Fulcher and C. A. Lanier's store, a furniture store operated by Ben Mercer, L. D. Strutton's drug store, 
C. W. Enneis' clothing store, and the general merchandise establishment of J. W. Olliff and Compa-
ny. The firm of Ellis and Outland occupied a brick structure on the corner of South Main and West 
Main streets. Other businesses on the west side of South Main Street include Mrs. A. J. Wimberly's 
millinery shop, M. T. Hardee's furniture store, Dr. J. C. White's office, and Walter Reeves' cafe and 
"cool drink establishment." Reeves' restaurant was located on the present site of the Art Deco style 
Statesboro Telephone Company building. The following establishments were among those located 
along the south side of East Main Street running east from, the comer of South Main Street in 1893: 
R. F. Donaldson's mercantile, Hiram Franklin's two story boarding house. E. L. Smith's grocery, J. F. 
Field's general store, and S. T. Chance's grocery which occupied the current site of W. C. Akins and 
Son Hardware and was the first brick store built in Statesboro.23 
A major fire in 1893 destroyed the block of buildings along the south side of East Main Street be-
tween South Main Street and the alley leading to W. T. Smith's Livery Stable. It appears, howev-
er, that rebuilding began relatively quickly with eight brick stores valued at approximately 
$25,000 having been completed by 1897. C. F. McKenzie, a well respected contractor from Augusta, 
was engaged by J. W. Olliff in that year to supervise the rebuilding of the last portion of the block. 
Estimated to cost $10,000, the new two story brick structure would house three stores on the first 
floor with offices overhead.24 
With Statesboro's future appearing bright, a number of businessmen established a bank for the 
area. Previously merchants had to travel to Savannah to conduct their business. The General As-
sembly passed the act to incorporate the Bank of Statesboro on October 6, 1891;25 however, the new 
bank did not open for business until January 1, 1894. Located in the newly erected block along the 
south side of East Main Street, the Bank of Statesboro remained the city's only bank until the Sea 
Island Bank opened in April, 1901.26 
The building of the present brick courthouse in 1894 to replace the existing two story frame 
structure27 also suggests that the prevalent mood was one of optimism in Statesboro and Bulloch 
County. As early as March 30, 1894, fifty Statesboro residents had shown their support by contribut-
ing $4,360 toward the project. C. F. McKenzie and Son of Augusta supervised the courthouse's con-
struction, which along with furnishings cost $20,000. John Ross of Nellwood (today Brooklet) 
praised both the town and the new courthou~e in a letter to the editor of the Bulloch Times dated 
September 9, 1894. He wrote: 
Your town is certainly putting on a bold front. Your merchants are awakening. Contractor 
McKenzie's advent has done more for Statesboro than anything that happened since court was held 
under the Walnut Tree. The new courthouse is the most imposing inland structure that I have seen in 
some time. The workmanship is grand, the joints are split perfectly and the arch work will pass the 
most minute inspection. The arrangement for handling material shows sound judgement. 28 
A number of lawyers and doctors had practices in Statesboro by the mid 1890s. J. A. Brannen and 
S. L. Moore (Brannen and Moore), Dan R. Groover and G. S. Johnston (Groover and Johnston), and H. 
B. Strange and George W. Williams (Strange and Williams) were among the attorneys in town. The 
city's doctors included Dr. M. M. Holland, Dr. J. H. Chandler, Dr. A.H. Mathews, and Dr. J. S. Du-
scnberg.29 
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Many existing businesses continued to thrive and new ones opened in and near Statesboro during 
the last years of the nineteenth century. Included among those which date from this period are D. 
P. Averitt's lumber mill, R. F. Donaldson's general merchandise store,30 and Gus Floyd's barber 
shop for "whites" only. Floyd was a prominent black citizen who is said to have kept individual 
shaving cups for each of his regular customers.31 By 1900, Statesboro's three largest merchants and 
cotton buyers were R. Simmons, J. W. Olliff, and J. G. Blitch. Their stores have been compared to 
city department stores. 
Soon after the tum of the century, two more railroads served Statesboro's transportation needs. 
In 1901 the Central of Georgia railroad purchased the Bruton and Pineora Railway and extended 
the line to Statesboro. In addition, the thirty four miles of the Savannah and Statesboro Railroad 
between Cuyler and Statesboro were also opened about the same time.32 
Statesboro's continuous growth in the early twentieth century was directly related to the 
growth of agriculture in Bulloch County, and specifically the production of cotton. As early as 1817, 
large amounts of cotton were raised in the county. In that year, for example, the estate of John Lani-
er realized an $810 cash profit from the sale of cotton.33 Bulloch County soil proved to be particu-
larly well suited for the cultivation of the more profitable Sea Island cotton, which was worth 
more than twice as much per pound as the short staple variety. According to the 1900 Census, 9,762 
bales of cotton were ginned in the county during the 1899-1900 season. Sea Island cotton accounted for 
7,868 bales. In addition, it was reported around 1900 that a company had organized in Statesboro to 
build a cotton factory.34 The factory was never built; however, Statesboro's first industry success-
fully capitalized on the local availability of Sea Island cotton. Established between 1902 and 1903 
and known as "The Bulloch Oil Mill," a cotton seed oil mill was located on fifteen acres of land in 
the southeastern section of town.35 
D. L. Kennedy, a local farmer, praised Sea Island cotton in an article published on November 
28, 1902 in the Statesboro News. According to the account, he advised: 
As a business investment there is nothing in this section that will pay any better profits, and 
there are thousands of acres of land lying idle in the county which will pay fully as well if given 
the same care and worked after the same methods. One feature that should be borne in mind is . . . 
that this land is not impoverished by this crop, but on the contrary is in better shape for a crop next 
year than it was this season. 36 
Perhaps Kennedy's optimism was due to the $76.20 profit he made on his two acres of cotton 
that year.37 
Apparently a number of area farmers agreed with Kennedy because Statesboro was recognized 
in 1902 as the world's second largest inland Sea Island cotton market. It was reported in the States-
boro News that about 8,000 bales annually, roughly one-tenth of the entire U. S. crop, changed 
hands in Statesboro. It was further observed: 
It is not an uncommon sight to see long trains of carts and wagons loaded with cotton coming in 
from Emanuel or Tattnall counties. Statesboro buys ten bales to Savannah's one, ... from the produc-
er. Prices here are fully up to the Savannah market and there is no excuse to haul it or ship it away. 
38 
The cotton was stored in warehouses such as the Farmers Union and Planters Cotton warehouses 
located on East Vine Street near the depot. The first bale of cotton was always auctioned off to the 
highest bidder on Courthouse Square.39 Raiford Simmons was one of the largest cotton brokers in 
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the area.40 
The next year, Statesboro claimed the distinction of being the largest cotton market in the 
world, while Bulloch County was recognized as the world's largest Sea Island cotton producing 
county. Statesboro handled eleven thousand bales, or one eighth of the world's supply, according to 
U.S. government reports for the 1903 season.41 Most of the cotton from Bulloch County was shipped 
by rail to Savannah and then to England and other European countries.42 
Statesboro's claim to fame in the early twentieth century was not limited to selling cotton. At 
the same time, the town was ranked behind Atlanta as the state's second largest mule market. Hun-
dreds of mules and horses passed through Statesboro's sales stables each year.43 They were 
shipped in by rail and driven up the hill from the railroad yard to the stables which were located 
in the downtown area.44 B. T. Outland, W. T. Smith, and R. Simmons were Statesboro's leading 
dealers.45 
Statesboro was also one of the area's leading dry goods centers. Buyers from the three largest 
dry goods centers in town travelled to Baltimore annually to make their purchases. It is recorded 
that local women preferred the more costly flannels and cashmeres to less expensive fabrics, and 
that they generally dressed in "something better than the shoddy stuff found in other towns the 
size of Statcsboro.'4 6 
In addition, Bulloch County led the state in sales of top quality buggics.47 According to Young 
and Company's Georgia State Directory (1909 1910), several major concerns advertised a variety of 
vehicles as well as other related merchandise and scrviccs.48 
The prosperity of Statcsboro's cotton and to a lesser extent other markets in the early twentieth 
century contributed substantially to the town's growth. The 1910 population of Statesboro, 2,630, 
had more than doubled since 1900. The city's population also more than doubled between 1890 and 
1900. As a result, the 1910 population was five times that of 1890. 
Enterprising local businessmen bcncfittcd as a result of Statcsboro's thriving economy. For ex-
ample, on a particularly active Saturday in 1902, 150 bales of cotton were sold. A writer for the 
Statesboro News reported: 
... the streets were crowded from early morning to late at night. All the stores did a big trade. 
One firm's cash receipts being over $1,900. Of this amount, $1,000 was for goods sold that day and 
$900 was paid on collections. 49 
Because the local economy was so strong and the risk of failure so minimal, as wen as the in-
creased demand for goods and services to meet the needs and desires of a larger population, a number 
of new businesses opened in Statesboro during the early twentieth century, much to the pleasure of 
the City Council which had wisely passed an ordinance in 1900 requiring all businesses to pay a 
special tax annually.SO Competition flourished as new stores carrying furniture, groceries, clothing, 
hardware, drugs, and the like opened. Statesboro also had a photography studio, retail credit as-
sociation, and a civil engineer. By 1913, other more novel businesses had opened in town including a 
Buick dealership and the thereafter ubiquitous auto repair shop.51 
Despite the overwhelming economic growth experienced by Statesboro in the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries, leading citizens were cager in 1909 to bring additional industrial de-
velopment to the area. Statesboro's recent success at recruiting the First District Agricultural and 
Mechanical School (today Georgia Southern College) to locate on the town's outskirts in 1908 no 
doubt instilled confidence in the local boosters.52 
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At the suggestion of D. N. Bacot, Superintendent of the Savannah and Statesboro Railway, and 
with the approval of City Council, it was agreed that Statesboro would advertise in the Manufac-
turer's Record.53 Bacot proposed the following copy: 
Statesboro, (;eorgia 
What Statesboro Has-
Fine all year round climate-good drainage 
Municipally owned water and light plant 
Agricultural college and splendid free school system 
Three lines of railway affording quick service 
Surrounded by a rich and growing farming section 
The largest Sea Island Cotton market in the world. 
What Statesboro Wants-
A cotton factory, a Steam Laundry 
A Sea Island Cotton Spinning factory 
A furniture factory, a pulp mill 
A syrup making plant and refinery 
A creosote and wood block factory 
And a number of other industries for which there is a demand and opening. 
What Statesboro Offers-
Free Sites, Exemption from taxation for 5 years 
Electric and Water power at cost 
Local Capital, if desired, and a warm welcome. 54 
None of the incentives Bacot listed, except for the availability of local money, had actually 
been approved, and it is unknown whether they ever were. As Bacot intended, however, the con-
tents of the advertisement strongly suggest "that Statesboro was on the warpath for greater pros-
perity. "55 
It appears that Statesboro had been "on the warpath" for quite some time. As early as October 
18, 1903, an article appeared in the Statesboro News which characterized in glowing terms almost 
every aspect of life in Bulloch County and Statesboro ranging from the economy and transportation 
to the climate. With reference to Statesboro's industrial possibilities, the article boasted: 
The best opening for all kinds of factories and kindred industries in the state. Any thing [sic] can 
be made to pay here [Statesboro] from a Jew's harp Factory to a Cotton Mill. 56 
As to how much direct effect Statesboro's industrial recruitment scheme had on area industrial 
development is uncertain. But one local industry which did not require promotion was Statesboro's 
building industry. It grew in response to greater demand, which not surprisingly resulted from over-
13 
all economic prosperity. Contractors working in Statesboro in the early 1900s included Mitchell and 
Beasley who were described as "contractors of concrete,"57 as well as Osman Alderman, S. A. Rog-
ers, L. R. Blackburn, and A. J. Franklin. Recognized by 1907 as the largest contractor in town, Frank-
lin advertised in January, 1907 for twelve non-union carpenters and a number of apprentices when 
his union employees went on strike over a contract dispute. Organized only sixteen months earlier on 
September 25, 1905, the Statesboro Council No. 1229 Carpenters and Joiners of America succeeded in 
nearly stopping all construction for several months in late 1905 and early 1906 until an acceptable 
contract agreement was reached. Franklin had also been involved in the first strike in Statesboro's 
history several years before in October, 1901. At that time J. L. Brown, Mathew Proctor, Charles 
Fennel, R. J. Proctor, and Andrew Proctor, all carpenters working for A. J. Franklin, went on strike 
when their employer refused to give them a pay increase.58 Also during this period, the Blackbum 
brothers (L. R. and Steve) were responsible for most of the finest brick masonry work in Statesbo-
ro.59 Statesboro's rapid growth in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries increased the 
subsequent demand for public utilities and improved transportation. According to the 1908 Sanborn 
Fire Insurance Map of Statesboro, a water system with pipes extending throughout the city was in 
place, having been laid out in 1894.60 The Statesboro Telephone Company was chartered on April 
29, 1901 and remains in the downtown area today with offices at 26 East Main Street.61 When elec-
tricity came to Statesboro in 1904,62 it was only available at night and solely for lighting purpos-
es. 63 The first paving of city streets began in 1918. Prior to paving, a local citizen recalled that 
"whenever it rained there was a sea of mud to wade through."64 
A number of the commercial and residential structures built in Statesboro during the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries have been retained to the present day. Among those buildings 
located along East Main Street are: the W. G. Raines Hardware building (now W. C. Akins and Son 
Hardware and the Preetorius building. Constructed ,in 1910, the latter housed at one time both the 
W. S. Preetorius and Company, Bankers and The New Statesboro Restaurant on the first floor.65 To-
day, professional offices are located in the Preetorius building. By 1913, a block of single story brick 
buildings had been constructed adjacent to the east facade of the Preetorius building. Businesses lo-
cated in this block included a barber shop, photography studio, general store, and a grocery and dry 
goods establishment.66 And in 1920, A. J. Franklin built a two story brick building for Mrs. J. L. Ma-
thews at 51 East Main Street. This structure has been used for various commercial purposes through 
the years including a dry cleaners and a Cola Cola bottling plant.67 
The new Bank of Statesboro building, dee:t_ned "about the finest building anywhere hereabouts," 
was opened in 1911 at the corner of Siebald and East Main streets. Erected by S. A. Rogers Construc-
tion for $21,000, the bank's main lobby featured red and white tile floors, marble wainscoting and 
counters, and a pressed tin ceiling. The first floor of the building was used strictly for banking except 
for the offices of Dr. A. J. Mooney. The law offices of Johnson and Cone and Anderson and Jones as 
well as the Savannah and Statesboro Railroad offices occupied the second floor while the one huge 
room on the third floor was used by a Masonic Lodge.68 
On South Main Street, the former Bulloch Drug Company building is currently used as a men's 
clothing store. Donaldson Grocery, now owned by the Statesboro Telephone Company and remod-
eled in the 1930s in the then popular Art Deco style, was located next door. W. C. Akins and Son 
Hardware formerly occupied the commercial building at the northwest corner of South Main and 
West Vine streets.69 R. Lee Moore, a congressman from 1922 to 1924, owned the building and had his 
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law office on the second floor. Today Rosenberg's Department store is located there.70 And in 1918, 
a new Neoclassical Revival style post office was built adjacent to the downtown commercial area 
at the corner of South Main and East Vine streets. This building now serves as the Statesboro City 
HaII. 71 
South Main Street became the avenue of residential as well as commercial growth in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Dr. M. M. Holland constructed his large Queen Anne style 
residence in the 1890s just south of the downtown commercial area.72 Today a portion of the build-
ing is used for retail space, while a descendant of Dr. Holland lives in the rear section. Another 
large private residence dating from the early 1900s, the W. G. Raines house has recently been reha-
bilitated for use as a bed and breakfast called the Statesboro Inn.73 Other houses on South Main 
Street are still in residential use including the Brannen house (c. 1881), thought to be the oldest 
house remaining in Statesboro,74 and numerous examples of more modest frame and brick bungalows 
and other forms of domestic architecture prevalent from circa 1915 into the 1930s. 
The West Main Street area is another key commercial district which developed in the early 
1900s. The Brannen building (1910) is an excellent example of the store buildings constructed during 
this period and is one of the few surviving structures in Statesboro which still retains its original 
cast iron ornamentation. At one time, buggies and wagons were stored on its second floor. A sales 
clerk also lived in a second floor apartment.75 The adjacent building on the corner of West Main and 
Walnut streets was built as a livery stable in 1911. R. Simmons and S. L. Allen were the proprietors. 
Located on the north side of West Main Street, the B. B. Morris building was erected in 1923 by Ce-
cil Brannen.76 Several businesses have been operated from this location including a grocery store, 
cafe, and a hotel for drummers on the second floor.77 
As was to be expected, the area near the Courthouse on North Main Street was considered prime 
' property for developers and other businessmen in the lat~ nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
The present block of one and two story buildings date from t~ period. Among the businesses located 
in this block were the Blitch Company dry goods store (in the'iz G. Blitch building) which was said 
to have "everything from coffins to groceries"78 and the Ellis Drug Company. 
Further north on Main Street, leading citizens built substantial brii;:k and frame homes. Dr. A. J. 
Mooney, John Everitt, Harrison Olliff, and Judge J. L. Renfroe were some of the more prominent resi-
dents. Bungalows and other more modest early twentieth century dwellings are located in middle 
class neighborhoods along West Church Street, East Olliff Street, and North College Street from 
Elm Street to Northside Drive.79 
Following the local development boom of the late 1800s and early 1900s, Statesboro's economy 
suffered due to the post World War 1 collapse of cotton prices and the devastation caused by the 
boll weevil around 1915.80 A record production of cotton totalling 45,211 bales, plus overproduction 
in other cotton locales, caused the market to decline beginning in 1914.81 
Agricultural difficulties probably contributed to Statesboro's slowed rate of growth between 
1913 and 1922. Although the population grew from about 2,600 to 3,800 (an approximate forty four 
percent increase), this represented the city's smallest gain in forty years. In addition, national con-
trols on construction materials during World War 1 restricted local development activities which in 
turn likely affected Statesboro's growth.82 
The depressed cotton market in the 1920s was probably a major factor in Statesboro's even slow-
er growth during the decade. The city experienced only a five percent increase, reaching a popula-
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tion of 3,996 in 1930.83 
Statesboro's economic growth was slowed even more as a result of the Great Depression of the 
1930s. All the banks in town eventually closed; however, Statesboro's first bank, the Bank of 
Statesboro, was the last to close its doors.84 W. G. Raines Hardware was one of many retail busi-
nesses which also folded in the midst of the Depression. 
Some construction continued in Statesboro during the 1930s despite the Depression. One major lo-
cal government project involved the remodeling of City Hall in 1933. The enlarged building provid-
ed additional space for the city's fire department.BS Bulloch County owns the structure today 
which houses the EMS station. Several years later in 1936, the Art Deco style Georgia Theatre was 
built on East Main Street between the Bank of Statesboro and the Preetorius building. Designed by 
Savannah architect Cletus W. Bergen, the theatre featured modern conveniences such as air condi-
tioning and steam heat as well as a coffee shop in the lobby.86 
In the years since, Statesboro has continued to grow steadily, but never again at the frantic pace 
witnessed during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. By 1940 the city's population 
was 5,028. It increased by another 1,100 during the next decade, and by 1960 it had jumped to 8,356. 
The large increase during the post World War II years reflects the overall prosperity of the period, 
bu\ can mme sped.fka\\y be a\tribu\ed \o \he muling of US. '3{)1 \hrough Sta\esboro. Cons\ruc:\ed to 
replace other north-south highways linking Florida with the Northeast, U.S. 301 brought in-
creased tourist and commerical traffic into the area. As a result, Statesboro became a major regional 
trading center and her economy grew accordingly. 
The completion of Interstate Highway 95, located forty miles east of Statesboro, in the early 
1970s negatively affected the local economy, especially tourist-oriented businesses. As business 
owners adjusted to the traffic change, attention was given to the redevelopment possibilities in the 
downtown area. The city's population nevertheless 'continued to increase due, perhaps in part, to 
the growth of Georgia Southern College and the opening in the late 1970s of Interstate Highway 16 
through Bulloch County. Statesboro's population reached 14,866 in 1980. 
Despite the considerable, yet comparatively slower, growth of Statesboro in the last fifty 
years, only relatively minor changes have occurred in the central business district and the adjacent 
residential areas. Many buildings constructed in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
have retained their usefulness with only moderate changes. Cosmetic improvements have also gen-
erally enhanced the area's appearance. Today these properties contribute significantly to the eco-
nomic vitality of Statesboro while serving as t~ngible reminders of the community's historic devel-
opment. 
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A Survey of Nineteenth Century Architecture 
of Statesboro and Bulloch County, Georgia 
Prepared by 
Robert Matthew Seel 
under the direction of Dr. Harold N. Cooledge, Jr., College of Architecture, Clemson University 
In the state of Georgia, cities and regions that are recognized for architectural tradition have 
relatively long and rich histories of trade, political affairs and wealthy citizens. Although Bul-
loch County has a rich history, its history is relatively short. From its establishment in 1796 to 
around 1870, Bulloch County experienced very little population growth and activity. After 1870, 
prosperity began to grow, and agricultural trade and industry became the backbone of the local 
economy. The city of Statesboro, however, served as little more than the county seat of government 
and did not experience substantial growth or business activity until 1900-1901. 
Before 1870 most structures were of log or frame construction and most of these no longer exist. 
The Majority of the remaining pre-1900 buildings were built after 1870, many by the more wealthy 
and influential people of the time. Except for a few scattered mills, barns and church building, pri-
marily houses remain, many of which have recently been restored. Unfortunately, much has been 
lost due to abandonment, vandalism or "progress." 
Downtown Statesboro is a good example showing the insensitivity and impatience of 
"progress." Impressive Romanesque/ 
Richardsonian church buildings, such as First 
Baptist and First United Methodist, were de-
molished to be replaced with larger but more 
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common buildings. The elaborate brick fa-
cades and arched openings of the R. Simmons 
building of 1900 (formerly Minkovitz Depart-
ment Store) and the Outland building of 1902 
(formerly the old Buggy and Wagon Compa-
ny) are now hidden behind bland, unimpres-
sive concrete and stucco. The classical stone 
facade of the former Bulloch County Bank 
building is now masked behind "modern" 
brick and tile. All of these examples are lo-
cated around or near the red brick and stone 
courthouse which is now painted white. 
Statesboro/Bulloch County may not have 
an architectural history such as Savannah/ 
Chatham County or Washington/Wilkes 
County, but there are several unique land-
marks of architectural value that are worth 
recognition. The county courthouse and resi-
dences built by Keebler Harville and W. W. 
Olliff, for example, are particularly impres-
sivc. Bulloch County also has an abundance of Piedmont type houses. Unfortunately, because of 
Bulloch County's slow early growth, little is know about the early architecture. Statesboro/ 
Bulloch County has no historical district like Savannah or Washington; the specimens are few and 
far between, scattered throughout the area. Therefore many landmarks arc remote and unnoticed. 
Although this survey is not exhaustive, it represents a majority and clear cross section of nineteenth 
Bulloch County architecture. 
Because Bulloch County was created for governmental reasons, the county scat, Statesboro, is lo-
cated more or less at the center of the county., In tum, the city limits were first drawn as a circle 
with a one mile radius from the courthouse. Bulloch County did not have an official courthouse un-
til 1806. Before then, court proceedings were held in private homes or under the Old Walnut Tree, 
which stood on the comer of what is now Courthouse Square. No positive date is known for the 
courthouse's construction, although the first record of reference is dated December 3, 1803, in the 
Bulloch Superior Court Minute Book. The building is believed to have been a log structure, built 
next to the Old Walnut Tree. Court was held in the log structure until it was burned by the 15th 
Corps of General William Sherman's army on December 5, 1864. As recorded in the minutes, need-
less to say, court was cancelled that day. 
Soon after the log courthouse was burned, a two-story wood frame structure was built on Court-
house Square. Court met in this frame building until the County Grand Jury motioned that a new 
courthouse be built in 1894. The frame building was sold. 
C. F. McKenzie and Son of Augusta was awarded the contract to build the new courthouse for 
$17,000. The structure was red brick masonry and stone, bearing wall construction, slate roof, with 
marble floors. The courthouse was completed by Christmas 1894 for a final cost of $20,000 including 
furnishings. The clock was absent, so the people of Statesboro bought one and installed it in Febru-
ary 1897. 
Although the original 1894 building still stands, the only part of it that remains visible is the 
clock tower. The tall columned porticoes and the large corner brick masses arc parts of the addi-
tions of 1914. Except for the tower, the additions completely wrapped around the 1894 building. 
The architect for the additions and remodeling was Hosford and Company of Eastman, Georgia. 
Contracts were awarded to Rogers and Simmons of McRae, Georgia, $13,000 for construction, and to 
G. C. Kirkland, $2,600 for heating and plumbing. 
Even though the 1914 additions transformed the Richardsonian courthouse into "pseudo Nco-
Classical," the building's form and lines arc still admirable. Unfortunately, the impressiveness of 
the courthouse ends at the front door. Various attempts at remodeling the interior arc miserable. 
Modifications seem to have been executed at minimal cost and minimal concern for design quality. 
The interior is a confusing forced fitting of levels, half-levels cuttings across existing full-size win-
dows, and stairs. Most of the county offices have moved to a former Savings and Loan building on 
North Main Street; hence, the interior mess is somewhat vacant. The red brick and stone exterior is 
now painted white, for painting over brick is very popular, and the lettering on the cast portico cn-
tablaturc reads: BULLOCH COUNTY COURT HOUSE. "Courthouse" here, is spelled as two 
words. 
Near the courthouse, on South Main Street, Dr. Madison Monroe Holland, physician and phar-
macist, built his house in 1892. The single story, four bedroom house became a two-story, eleven bed-
room house in 1908. Dr. Holland intended to use the second floor to house out-of-town patients, but 
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he never used it as such. 
The Holland house is Statesboro's best example of Queen Anne/Victorian architecture. The 
wood details, plastered walls and ceilings, brass door knobs, and wood floors are original. The 
porch on all four sides and the elaborate fireplaces are original and in good condition. Various out-
buildings that once stood on the grounds included a smokehouse, a horse stable, a syrup boiler, and a 
milk room 
The Holland house has not undergone any major restoration or renovation since 1908. The Hol-
land family kept the house well and is now owned by the Holland estate. The only part of the 
house that is accessible to the public is the lower front rooms, which are occupied by a crafts store. 
Down South Main Street from the Holland house is the James Alonzo Brannen house. This 
house is presumed to be the oldest house in the city of Statesboro, having been built in 1881 by J. A. 
Brannen. Brannen was a lawyer, a realtor and Statesboro's first mayor, elected in 1889. The house 
is in good condition. The finishes are painted wood strips on walls and ceilings, and batten and 
plaster in the bedroom, each having an added on bathroom. The front porch with tapered columns 
on brick piers was added in 1917. 
The building presently known as the Taylor cottage was built in 1890 by H.S. and Jenny Blitch. 
Originally located on South Main Street, the house is now located at the corner of Bulloch and 
South College streets. The wood frame construction with metal roof and wood gingerbread appears 
to be in good condition, but the dark gray and red paint scheme is poor color selection. The colors are 
unflattering to the house and tend to cast details into shadows. Unfortunately, much of this house's 
historic value has been lost due to its relocation and subsequent renovation into apartments. 
In the east side of town, on its original hill top site is the house built by David Poindexter Ave-
ritt in 1891. Averitt was a designer an engineer who owned and ran a saw and planing mill downhill 
from his house. The only rectangular room in the house is the kitchen, all other rooms are six-
sided. Averitt designed all the mouldings for the house, as well as the beaded ceilings. This house 
is among the first in town to have interior plumbing with a full-size bathtub. 
Even though the Averitt house is the oldest house without extensive remodeling in Statesboro, 
its condition is deteriorating. Much of the decorative woodwork and trim has either been lost or 
dismantled. There has been much talk of restoration, but little progress has been seen. 
Outside of Statesboro on U.S. Highway 80 West, near Hopulikit on Mill Creek, is Akins Mill, 
also known as Barnes' Old Mill. No date of construction is known, but the mill was in operation un-
til 1948. Until that time, the mill was used for grinding corn and for milling long and short staple 
cotton. Much of the machinery is still inside, as are the 4000 pound milling stone and the stationary 
bottom stone. 
The mill's construction is entirely pine, with hand-hewn joists and sawn columns. The building's 
present condition, however, is deteriorating and unsafe; the entire building leans toward the bridge 
over the creek and the floors are rickety. 
In the Westside district of Bulloch County, near the Candler County border, is the Upper Lotts 
Creek Primitive Baptist Church. The church was constituted in 1803, but the date of the present 
building is unknown, for many records were destroyed in a 1937 fire. 
The building is a simple rectangular space with a hexagonal apse and a Greek temple front. A 
concrete block social hall was added on the rear, and the entire building has been renovated for 
thermal comfort systems. The suspended ceilings were added, but the refinished pews and exterior 
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siding are original The church building is in good condition. 
The most unusual house in the Westside district is an octagonal house built by Judge Peter Mel-
drim of Savannah in 1875. The house is said to be similar to a house in Savannah that Meldrim 
wished to duplicate. Construction is mostly heart pine, the sills are pegged and set on brick masonry 
piers. The living spaces of the house are arranged around a center core stairwell that leads to a lan-
tern tower. Once used as a lookout to monitor fieldworkers, the lantern is now sealed off and houses 
an attic fan. 
The hung windows are original, as are the tongue-and-groove wood floors. Not original are the 
plastered walls and the exterior asbestos wall shingles. Overall, the house is in excellent condi-
tion, and the lantern still ventilates the house very effectively. 
Among the outbuildings is a high roof barn, built the the E. E. Foy Manufacturing Company in 
1888. The barn was used for mules in Foy's logging industry and was a terminus for his railroad spur 
from Portal. Also on the site, built by the J. G. and J. D. Blitch family, are: Hay and storage; shop 
and commissary, circa 1947; a cow barn; a fertilizer barn, circa 1917; a garage; a pumphouse; and 
chicken houses, circa 1947. 
In the northern part of Bulloch County, on Lakeview Road in the Blitch community, is the 
house built by John G. Blitch, circa 1875. The house stands on what was part of James Young's plan-
tation. Little is know about the house's history except that Ebenezer Lane purchased it in 1905. The 
layout appears to be a square block of four spacious room with a central hall on both floors. There 
are shed room on the rear. 
Having undergone a recent exterior restoration attempt, the Blitch house appears to be in good 
condition. The brick masonry foundation is sound, and the scalloped trim is original, but some win-
dow blinds are missing. Hopefully, restoration will continue, although no work has been done on 
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the vacant house for some time. 
Adjacent to the house is a wood frame warehouse structure known as the Old Blitch Store. John 
Blitch's brother, William Home Blitch, ran the store from 1878 to 1905, and was known as "the man 
who bought cotton and sold everything." The store was a gathering place for purchasing rice, syrup, 
horse collars, cloth, etc., and for receiving mail. When Ebenezer Lane bought the house and business 
in 1905, he continued to run the store and sold additional goods such as Coca-Cola and automobiles. 
Today the store building appears to also be in good condition. The plank floor and ceiling are 
still in place, but a few doors are missing. The primary use is now for storage. 
Union Methodist Church is the oldest church in Bulloch County, being established in 1790. The 
present building is located on a site that was granted by the state in 1794 to the trustees: Joshua 
Hodges, Jarvis Jackson, Joseph Jackson, _Griffin Merrill and Lemuel Williams. 
The present building was built circa 1895 on the site off Old River Road near Blitch. The wood 
frame structure on brick piers is in good condition, but has seen many alterations. The window blinds 
have been removed, but the hardware is still in place. The front porch is concrete masonry, and the 
original open plank floor is now tongue-and-groove. The wood trim details are original, however, 
and are in very good condition. Of interest is the scalloped pediment trim, which matches the trim 
on the Blitch house nearby. 
Old River Road, as it is known today, was once the main travel route between Milledgeville, 
which was then the state capital, and Savannah. Along Old River Road, near Georgia Highway 


























times before 1838, when Kennedy became Statesboro's postmaster. 
Kennedy's son-in-law, Hardy Bell Hodges, established the mill Ray Post Office in the Kenne-
dy house in 1847, for the house was a stop on the Milledgeville-Savannah stage route. The post of-
fice was run by the Hodges family until 1903. 
The house's history is one of several additions and modifications. By early 1880, the house had 
a two-story front with Victorian decoration. The entire house became two-story in 1914, with the 
addition of bedrooms and a covered "sleeping porch" in the rear. The Hodges house had one of the 
earliest deep wells in the county and had running water in 1911. 
The Hodges family still occupies the house and has kept the house in excellent condition. Oth-
er than the necessary changes for modern living, the house is much the same as it was circa 1915. 
In the southeastern part of the county, in the Ivanhoe district, Aaron Cone built his house in 
1850. The layout is similar to the Blitch house, with four room on both floors, forming a square 
block. The house is wood frame construction, fitted and pegged, with some cut nails. The present lo-
cation of the house was the site of another house that burned circa 1900. The original site was some 
400 yards from the present site. After the house was relocated, the front porch, rear rooms, and 
kitchen were added on. 
The setting for the Cone house under large trees is very attractive, but the house itself is in fair 
condition. Some of the original window panes still remain, however, as seen by the waves in the 
glass. 
The former building of the Lower Mill Creek Primitive Baptist Church was built possibly 
around 1826. Originally located off Burkhalter Road, it was moved to its present location off U.S. 
Highway 301 North in 1979 by the Bulloch County Historical Society. The wood structure is in good 
condition, the concrete pier foundation and metal roof are new. The blinds still remain, but are 
nailed to the siding for the hardware has been removed. The interior furnishings are original, in-
cluding a wood pulpit with balustrade and pews. The interior appears to be in excellent condition. 
One of the more well known nineteenth century structures in Bulloch County is Groover's Mill, 
formerly Jones' Mill. Well known as it is, little history is known about this mill located on Mill 
Creek, east of Statesboro. 
The mill pond and structure date back to the early 1800s. An early county settled named Nicho-
las Anciaux, who came to America with the French army under Lafayette, was granted 1200 acres of 
land along Mill Creek between 1807 and 1809. Bruce Groover purchased the grist mill is 1945. 
Much of the old machinery is still inside the mill, all in various states of rust and disrepair. 
The rough hewn structure is still, however, in reasonably good condition. Unfortunately, Groover's 
Mill is a popular place for vandalism. The wood siding along the bridge is all but covered with 
spray paint several times over. All the windows are broken out, and the floor is scattered with lit-
ter. Although vandalism is taking its toll '?f Groover's Mill, the setting is still very picturesque. 
Probably the most fabled house in Bulloch County, the Harville House, was built by Keebler 
Harville in 1890. The land first belonged to Samuel Harville, who signed the Georgia Confederate 
Secession papers. 
The original single-story dwelling was nothing unique until the second story, porches and porti-
coes were added in 1902. After "seeing" the most unusual capped, straight columns and pediments i 
his dreams, Harville worked with carpenter Jim Nesmith to make his dreams reality. 
Originally, there were no connecting rooms in the house; all circulation was done on porches 
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that wrap three sides of the house. Harville's wife, Hester, was not satisfied with having to go 
outdoors to get from the bedroom to the kitchen, however. She bother Keebler with her grievance to 
the point where he made connecting passages through the house, at Hester's discretion, with an 
axe. 
Rumors that the Harville house was haunted began circulating in the 1950s. As it was, one of 
the Keebler's daughters, Naomi, developed a mental illness and seldom left her bed. On those sel-
dom occasions, she was seem through the windows in her white beautician's gown and was mistaken 
for a ghost. 
The house was abandoned in 1970, but was bought back by the Harville family in 1976. Slow 
restoration by Tommy and Donna Harville has been hampered by trespassing vandals. Much of the 
fine woodwork, brass fixtures, stained glass, sinks, and tubs have been destroyed or stolen. Columns 
have been kicked out, and all windows and doors had to be boarded up. The unusual staircase still 
remains, as does the well on the back porch. 
Unfortunately, the "haunted house" is now but a ghost of its once glory. Family photographs 
and a watercolor reconstruction by Clay Burnette in 1978 give ideas as to what the house was once 
like, and would be useful for restoration purposes. Accelerated efforts should be made to preserve 
this fascinating piece of architecture, but much work and replicating will be necessary. 
The truly original, never before seen, imaginary architecture of the Harville House has always 
made wondrous impressions on people, and Doctor A. (Dock) Brannen was no exception. Brannen 
built his farmhouse in 1887 about one-half mile from where Harville was to build his house. Bran-
nen's house was similar to a piedmont style house until 1902. Brannen saw Harville's "dream 
house," Brannen liked it, Brannen copied it. Like the Harville house, the Brannen house has upper 
and lower front porches, capped columns, and a "suspended" pediment. The two pediments on the 
roof were also added while copying Harville. 
Unlike the Harville house, the Brannen house is still occupied. The ceilings were lowered, the 
walls were plastered and the fireplaces were closed up. The main entrance is now on the side of the 
house. The original service was removed during the early 1900s and was moved down the road to 
serve as a guest house. 
In the western part of the county, near Register is the Old Bill Olliff Place, also known as Hal-
cyondaze. The house was built in 1872 by William Wesley Olliff, but deed to the land go back to 
John Tilman in 1812. 
Olliff married a local lady named Miss America A. Kennedy in 1868 and had the house buiJt 
for her. He hired German immigrant carpenter Edward William Ringwald to do the work. Except 
for the glass panes, Olliff supplied all the materials for the house: the bricks were cast on site, and 
heart pine was sawn at Olliff's saw mill. 
At his death, Olliff was the richest man in Bulloch County, owning 3,000 acres of land hundred 
of sheep, and a department store. The lamppost at the head of the front walk is made from an orig-
inal railroad tie. 
After Olliff died in 1893, Mr. Dimps Tucker rented the house for ten years until J. H. Rushing 
bought the house and farm. The Rushings lived in the Old Bill Olliff Place until 1942 when owner-
ship went to Joe Emerson Durrence and Beulah Woodrum Durrence. 
The Durrence family is responsible for the house's upkeep and ultimate restoration. Mrs. C. D. 
(Lois Durrence) Sheley inherited the house from her parents in 1976 and directed and performed 
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restoration with consulting Statesboro architect Fred Curlin. 
The house today is pretty much as it was in 1872, as Mrs. Sheley intended. The Italianate de-
tails, scrolls, and brackets are original, as is the iron fence. The brick fence columns were added dur-
ing restoration but were crafted to match the existing chimneys. All the floors, with scrub holes, 
and thresholds are also original. The ornamented staircase is extra special, for the banister, is one-
piece, solid walnut. Tiny air bubbles in the glass window panes tell of original glass. The window 
blinds were removed, but the hardware is still in place. Upstairs circulation was originally han-
dled by the upper front porch, but is now by an interior hall. One of the nine fireplaces has been 
closed off, and the kitchen has been modernized. 
The name "Halcyondaze" is derived form Mr. Sheley's former address of Halcyondale and Mrs. 
Sheley's former Daisy address. 
Halcyondaze is probably the best restoration effort in Bulloch County, largely made possibly 
by the continued care of previous residents. Reroofing, rewiring, replumbing, and foundation suring 
were performed, and, unfortunately, so was sandblasting. All in all, though, Halcyondaze is a Bul-
loch County treasure, and, fortunately, the owners agree. 
Piedmont Style Houses 
The majority of Bulloch County's nineteenth century architecture is of the piedmont style, 
which is common in the Southeastern United States, particularly in Georgia and the Carolinas. 
The plan is simple, with a large room and a smaller shed room on either side of a straight central 
hall. The hall runs from the front door to the rear door, usually to a covered porch which serve a 
kitchen/ service wing perpendicular to the main house. When a second story was added, it usually 
consisted of two rooms, one above each of the large rooms on the first floor. Access to the second floor 
is by a staircase, usually placed in the central hall. Fireplaces were commonly built on the outside 
of the end walls and in the kitchen. The central hall, single room house depth, high ceilings, and 
remote kitchen and fireplace zoning provide excellent ventilation and thermal control throughout 
the year's mostly warm and humid weather. 
The first of several piedmont houses in this survey was built in 1886 by H. G. "Doc" Bland, but is 
known as the Aldrich house. The house is a log structure with hand-hewn and pegged sills, wood 
siding and a metal roof. The house also has single full size window blinds which are now fastened 
shut, and the wood plank ceilings were removed in the two front rooms to expose the log structure. 
The house was sold to Monroe Aldrich in 1947 and later to the Kiwanis organization, who 
moved the house to the county fairgrounds in 1975. By collections, the Kiwanis Club reconstructed a 
"typical" early county farm layout around the house. Included are a windmill, an outhouse built by 
N. A. Proctor in 1875, hollowed log watering troughs, a milk shed, a well house and a water pump. 
The furnishings inside the house belong to neither the Blands nor the Aldriches but are authentic to 
the period. 
The David Alderman house, better known as the Cane Farm was supposedly constructed in the 
early 1860s. Alderman's plantation covered land along what is now Georgia Highway 67, near the 
Statesboro city limits. The farm was sold to W. Olliff in 1897 for growing sugar cane for syrup to sell 
in his store. The syrup was produced in a steam-powered mill and boiled in heart pine vats. Today, 
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all that remains of the Cane Farm is the original house, which is in somewhat poor condition. 
Probably the best example of the piedmont house, and therefore the best representative of pre-
1900 Bulloch County Houses was built by Benjamin Deal Hodges in 1890. Located near Nevils, this 
house remains virtually the same as it was built, except for its very unfortunate deteriorating con-
dition. All the heart pine was sawn on site, and the original brick pier foundation is intact. The sec-
ond story was added in 1915, along with an extension of the service wing. The original wood shin-
gles were replaced with metal roofing in 1935. The house is typical except for the two-story front 
porch and balcony, crowned by a single, broad pediment. 
Near the house are several outbuildings and barns, many of which are in good condition. One of 
the adjacent buildings is a single-room schoolhouse built by B. D. Hodges in 1880. It is also pine 
frame construction on brick piers. The now boarded-up schoolhouse is presently used as a thriving 
bee hive, as indicated by the dripping honey on the exterior siding and the bees swarming around 
the structure. 
The Hodges house has been vacant for several years, except for storage use, and its condition is 
closed to irreparable. This house is one of the finest examples of early Bulloch County architecture, 
and efforts should be made to preserve the Hodges house before demolition is the only alternative. 
In the Ivanhoe district, near the Aaron Cone house, is the house built by John Grimes in 1846. 
Mr. Grimes operated a stage coach from Louisville to Savannah around 1840 until the railroad's ad-
vent made him turn to farming for a living. Benjamin Waters helped build the house, which is mor-
tice-and-peg frame construction. Construction was facilitated by matching Roman numerals en-
graved in the members. Although the house was originally unpainted, the interior was finished 
with plaster walls, intricate moulding, and a one-piece banister on the staircase. 
The house is now owned by Wilson Groover and has been well maintained. Many of the original 
window panes remain, and the blinds arc still operable. The front porch was screened in 1947 and 
the rear service area has been enclosed. Some masonry has been replaced due to large quantities of 
sand in the original brick that is causing brittle foundation conditions. 
Also located off Mud Road, in the Black Creek district near Denmark, is the house built by Jesse 
Goodman. The date of construction is unknown, but court records show a 200 acre land and structures 
transaction to Goodman in 1819. Also, the date 1819 is engraved on three chimney bricks above the 
second floor. If in fact the Goodman house was built in 1819, it is the oldest remaining house in Bul-
loch County. 
The house is a typical piedmont house with modifications, as the house is still occupied by· the 
Rigdon family. The foundations has been underpined, the siding has been replaced and the blinds 
have been removed. The service wing w_as removed and a den was added on, as well as bathrooms, 
The house is in good condition, but all that remains of the outbuildings is the syrup house chimney. 
If the Goodman house is not the oldest house in Bulloch County, the log house off Old River 
Road near Stilson is. The log cabin, which appears to be in very good condition, was built by Ed 
Knight in 1825. The house is still occupied and is owned by the Shcarhouse family. The separate 
service house and main house are supported by a split log "foundation" on grade. 
Probably the best known pre-1900 piedmont house in Bulloch County is the Allen Hagan house, 
now known as "Provenance." Located off Georgia Highway 67 near Emit, the house was built in 
1887. Steve Hagan added two rooms in 1912; but instead of the traditional perpendicular wing, he 
built them squarely across the rear. The house is constructed entirely out of heart pine sawn on site. 
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The original outbuildings still stand on their original sites. There are hay and tobacco barns, a 
syrup boiling house, and a slaughter house. An old well house on the site may have once been used 
as a schoolhouse. 
Isaac Bunce purchased the house for restoration in 1979, and the house was moved 200 yards 
back from the highway. The brick foundation is new, but much of the original fireplace brick was 
reused, for it was cast on site. The J.C. Buie house, built in 1885, was given to Isaac Bunce by his 
brother James for use as a bedroom, office, and carport. The Buie house was annexed to the Hagan 
house, but was not renovated until restoration was complete on the Hagan house in 1982. 
Statesboro architect Edwin Akins and craftsman Carl Henry assisted Isaac Bunce in the project, 
and today the house is a showplace of historic furnishings and details under the auspices of Bunce 
and the Bulloch County Historical Society. There is original glass from the county courthouse, man-
tels from Savannah, details from Washington, Georgia, and tile from France. The wood siding and 
planking are stained, but unfortunately were sandblasted during restoration to remove paint. 
Other piedmont houses in this area include an abandoned house off the Brooklet-Denmark 
Road. This house was very likely built by the same carpenter who built Allen Hagan's house about 
the same time. A clue to this assumption is that the wainscoting in the front rooms is identical to 
that of the Hagan house. The house has hand-hewn and pegged sills, and is currently being dis-
mantled. 
The old Frank Anderson house, located off Highway 78, is a single story house in poor condition, 
as told by walls dangerously out of plumb. The log barn structure adjacent to the house is in seem-
ingly good condition. 
Also off Mud Road, near the Jesse Goodman house is the Joe Akins house, built by S. E. Groover 
in the 1850s. The siding has been replaced and the original kitchen/ service wing has been removed 
to the field nearby. 
Steven H. Kennedy built a house in 1873 with the assistance of the German immigrant carpenter 
Edwin William Ringwald. The house in in fair condition, after numerous modifications. The origi-
nal kitchen wing was detached and now serves as a storage barn, the original stairs were removed 
and the chimneys were rebuilt. The wood picket fence around the house is made form the original 
ceiling plans. 
James Allen Bunce built a single story house in 1885 and added a perpendicular end wing circa 
1896. 
Along Old River Road in Ivanhoe is the house built by Jim Woods in 1896 as displayed on the 
front gable. This house is also the work of E. W. Ringwald and is unique for its front bay windows 
and raised covered walk from the house to the detached kitchen. The house appears to be in good 
condition; most of the siding is original wood with some asbestos shingles. 
Just outside of Brooklet, the Moore family built a house circa 1868. Known as Dr. B. B. Roach's 
house, the house stands in good condition. The interior has been remodeled, and the exterior is now 
clad with aluminum siding, but the original gingerbread trim is in excellent condition. This house 
deviates from the norm in that the chimneys are placed along the rear wall rather than on the 
ends. 
The piedmont house located near the Georgia Southern College campus once belonged to Dan 
Bland, but little is known about its history. Today, after extensive additions and alternations the 
house is used by a college fraternity and is in fair condition. 
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In the Westside district, off of Westside Road, is a farmhouse built by D. E. Bird in 1880. Bird 
was an early pioneer of Bulloch County and worked as a miller and sawing engineer. 
Except for new ceilings, gypsum board walls, plumbing and electricity, the Bird house is basi-
cally the same as when it was constructed. All the wood used was sawn on site, the front porch is 
original, as is the fence around the house. Also original is the kudzu trellises in front, which were 
designed to shade the house during the summer. Window blinds have been removed, and the side 
porch has been screen in. The only major alteration was the addition of a bathroom where a side 
door was originally. The steps are still visible under the raised floor of the addition. 
The original outbuildings still stand and are in the same good condition as the house. On the 
grounds are a wash house, an office and shed, a cow barn, a horse and mule barn, a chicken house, a 
group of cotton barns, and a powerhouse that provided electricity to the residence. The generator is 
still inside the powerhouse but is no longer in use. 
Also off Westside Road, near the Bird farm is the Parrish-Bird-Williams house. The house 
was built in 1874 by Absolom Parrish as a wedding present for his son. The original brick masonry 
was cast on site, and the sills are hand hewn and pegged. Wood for constmction was mostly heart 
pine. 
The Bird family acquired the house in 1943 and sold it to Wayne Williams in 1985. By then, 
the house had been vacant for twenty years. Williams moved the house to its present hill top loca-
tion, 200 yards across Westside Road from its original site. 
Most of the original woodwork remains, although some replicas were made during restoration. 
The old bricks were too brittle to reconstruct, so new brick was used to rebuild the foundation and 
chimneys. The front porch was reconstructed, and the double fireplace in the service wing was re-
moved. Unfortunately, due to the condition of the interior walls, gypsum board was placed above 
the wood wainscoting. The windows were also replaced. However, the staircase treads and banister 
are original. 
Taking Bulloch County's nineteenth century architecture as a whole, there is a picture typical 
of the Southeastern United States. Not only are the building types typical, the styles are also. 
They represent past rural America: the pioneers, the plantation farmers, the statesmen, and the en-
trepreneurs. The picture is of an agrarian economy on the verge of a prosperity explosion that 
changed Statesboro from a political district to a thriving business community. 
Little is left of Bulloch County's old buildings, but what remains has sparked new enthusiasm 
in a proud history. Organizations such as the Bulloch County Historical Society have been active 
in local history education and preservation. Also, many enthusiastic and caring families and indi-
viduals have restored old houses, many of which were discussed in this survey. 
Unfortunately, amid the pride of restoration, much of Bulloch County's architectural past is 
fading form view. Neglect and vandalism have destroyed the once valuable Former insensitivity 
and blind progress have taken their toll as well. Hopefully, the new interest in history and the 
promotion thereof will work to save other local treasures before they follow the paths of those 
buildings that no longer remain. 
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LEST IT ALL GETS AWAY FROM US 
by Rita Turner Wall 
On The Road by The Haw Tree 
In anxiety, because no monuments are raised or praises sung to fallen houses. Houses have had 
their place in history. And houses figure in literature: see Bronte--all three of them-and Faulkner 
and Caldwell. Houses are built on roads, and in the natural order of things, roads come first. So, let 
us begin at the beginning. 
Alderman Road began at the John Williams Road, but unlike the Roman Roads which ran 
straight and true, it snaked, twisted, and meandered in a generally northeasterly direction, ascend-
ing that mass of beach sand left from the Time of The eaters (late pleistocene) the highest point in 
Bulloch County, wandered by the great haw tree, right-angled to cross the shallow run of Wolf Pen 
Branch and intersected the lower fork of the old Statesboro-Swainsboro Road, and then with vio-
lent twists and turns ended at the upper fork of the Statesboro-Swainsboro Road. On this road stood 
three old plantation houses raised by this founding family. On that highest point, the pommel of 
the saddle on which old David Alderman, Soldier of The Revolution, settled himself in some va-
nished shelter, a primitive, two-story, double-pen pile of a house with massive chimney at the 
south end and wide-open passage between the front main chambers and the two small ones in the 
lean-to (locally called shed rooms) at the back. This was the house of Thomas Alderman, grandson 
of old David, raised in 1853. Further on,within sight of the first, an ungainly but somehow harmo-
nious collection of houses (pens) connected with piazzas (porches) and covered bridges, the house of 
Thomas' younger son Remer, great grandson of old David, begun in 1881 and finished after the tum 
of the century with the sugar house, which, tethered to the back, is somehow reminiscent of a ca-
boose being pulled along by an old steam train, especially when smoke billowed from that front 
chime first part, the front house, was by that master builder, Henry Hodges, who, along with his 
entire family, was killed and burned by Cato and Reed in 1904. His price for the building was 
$80.00, and he added on free a little side porch with a door to the master chamber for the special 
convenience of the man of the house. Still further on, across the shallow run of Wolf Pen Branch 
(so-called from a deep pit dug within its confines, and baited with a beef head to catch wolves rav-
aging the cattle of the settlers) another string of loosely connected houses, the house of Thomas' 
older son Ansel, begun ca. 1875 and finished about the turn of the century. These houses were all en-
closed by fences of pickets or pales to keep out the free-ranging cattle. Surrounding the yards and 
lots were the farm buildings, and beyond the cleared fields and patches enclosed by split-rail fenc-
es pushing back the limitless pine barrens. 
The embryo of the Ansel house was the log house of his grandfather's brother Timothy, built in 
the 1820s on the south fork of the old Statesboro-Swainsboro Road. Timothy was one of a pair of 
twins of old David Alderman, the youngest of fourteen children, and the recipient of many of 
the old man's favors, having been deeded his first homestead, a tract of 500 acres purchased from 
Edmund Goff in the year of 1817 for the sum of $100.00, then the adjoining John Williams tract, 500 
acres purchased for $500.00 the following year when the boy was only sixteen years old. Timothy 
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received his third and last tract as a direct grant in the tenure of Gov. John Forsythe. The grant was 
surveyed the 10th of September, 1827, in compliance with a warrant dated the 3rd of September, a 
tract of 422 acres, roods and poles of land, bounded on the south by unknown lands and on all other 
sides by vacant lands. It was certified by Peter Cone and advertised on the 12th of September, 1827. 
Timothy and his wife lived in the log house for some years, but when the settlers of the area began 
to migrate further south in the 1830s, Timothy joined them (old David then being dead) selling his 
three tracts, 1122 acres of land to his older brother Samuel for $500.00. Then when his oldest son 
Thomas married in 1838, Samuel gave the three tracts to him. There Thomas and his wife, Polly 
Ann lived in Timothy's old log house until he built the two-story house on his grandfather's old 
homestead and moved there in 1853. 
Thomas in turn gave the 422-acre tract to his son Ansel after his return from the Surrender 
at Appomattox Courthouse, and his marriage in 1870, and Ansel and his wife set up housekeeping in 
Timothy's old house and lived there until he built the house that bore his name close upon Alder-
man Road. The house was of the popular one-story, double-pen style with lean-to on the back, two 
front rooms and two shed rooms with passage between. It stood on high brick pillars and was 
framed by two great end-chimneys of Rocky Ford brick. The front of the hall was closed, with clear 
glass sidelights framing the front door, but the back end was wide open in the old style of his fa-
ther's house. The house had side front porch inclosed with bannisters of scrollsaw work which ex-
tended the sides of the steps, and gingerbread around the eaves and rakes. The house also fea-
tured some architectural peculiarities of the period, a girls' room in the shed room behind the 
parents' bed chamber with exit only through that room. There was also a private side door to that 
master chamber for the convenience of the man of the house. That other front room across the hall 
from the first, the company chamber, also had a private door opening on the porch for the conven-
ience of visitors, the traveling salesman, the Jewish foot peddler, the preacher, the teacher, and 
"grandpa" and other relatives. As the new house neared completion, Ansel moved the old "Tim" 
house to a site 33 feet directly behind the new one to serve as kitchen and dining room, facing the 
same way, with steps to each house to be ascended and descended both ways, the path between 
swept clean with gall bush yard brooms. Years later the two houses were connected with a roofed-
over bridge with bannisters and steps on each side, and a watershelf for washing hands, at which 
it became a "bridge house." Then about the tum of the century, more bed chambers being needed, two 
new rooms were built on the north side of the bridge, making the house an "add-on house". No one 
knows the name of the carpenters who built the house, but the one who framed the first house used. 
nails in the new style, while the one who built the later middle section framed it after the old 
school, with mortice and tenon joints. 
Over the years, as the house progressed in stages, an array of log houses and cribs called string-
barns were raised across the clean-swept side yard--some said 13, but a grandson raised there said 
only 9 or 10--for storage of walnuts, potatoes, com, shucks, fodder, hay, junk. And the boiler shed 
where the weekly wash was done in long cypress dugout troughs and the clothes boiled in the big 
kettle--and in season syrup and sugar were boiled there too. The buggy shed was outside the front 
yard convenient to the road. Close behind the kitchen was the dairy on high stilts, and the smoke-
house. Further back the necessary house. 
In 1907 Ansel died, and in the 1920s the land changed hands. In the 1930s, Timothy's old log 














room of the middle section of the house at that time being used as a tenant house. In recent years 
that section too was razed, leaving only that oldest front part which has now been repaired and is 
in use as a tenant house. It is well over a hundred years old. The string barns and boiler shed and 
all the other supplementary buildings are gone. And there is no trace of Tim's little graveyard 
where his two children were buried on the north side of the house by the road; it was plowed under 
in the 1930s. And Tim's old well and walnut tree that marked the former site of that old log house 
a hundred yards behind the Ansel house are long gone. And of the mulberry orchard across the road 
in front of the house, only one scraggly tree remains. Except for that lone front house still standing 
on Aldermen Road, and old plats and deeds still in the family's hands and on record in the County 
Clerk's office, that past Wolf Pen Branch is only a fading splotch in Bulloch County History. 
Thomas Alderman's house replaced whatever habitations the first claimant raised to shelter 
his dwindling family, a habitation no one ever described to the uncaring younger generation except 
as "some ol' buildings about rotted down". The framing and clapboards were sawed at Old De-
loach's mill on Lower Lotts Creek, an up-and-down saw which had been in operation since Colonial 
Times. How this lumber was moved that distance, on wheels, or sledged in, no one knows. The brick 
for the chimneys were mixed in a brick mill, molded and fired at a clay pit downhill behind the 
site of the house. The sills, whole trees, were hewn out on the spot: along their length they were 
morticed out to receive the tenons of the uprights, big posts which were fastened with trennels (tree 
nails). The sills were also morticed out to receive the sleepers, 3 x 6s laid flat, so as to be flush with 
the tops of the sills on which the flooring was laid. It was the old braced frame style of building 
brought from England by the first settlers to Massachusets, a way of building they carried with 
them in all their wanderings ever southward, to Connecticut, Long Island, the south shore of New 
Jersey, Virginia, North Carolina, and to Georgia during the great migration. The house was two-
story, in a style called double-pen (two main rooms connected by a 10-ft. wide, open passage, with 
lean-to on the back. The great chimney at the south end opened into Thomas and Polly Ann's bed 
chamber with a fireplace 6 ft. wide and lintel at least 5 ft. high, and a mantel tree so near the ceil-
ing that it was out of reach to all children standing on whatever chairs. The chimney at the other 
end of the house was more reasonable in size and certainly built by another mason than Tom Fire 
the Irishman. A steep, narrow set of stairs ascended from the front porch on the left side of the pas-
sage. The porch was enclosed with a rail and built-in benches. The clapboards were of irregular 
widths except those above the front porch and the lean-to in the back. The interior sheathing, l x 1 
Os, laid horizontal, was machine dressed, good evidence that there was a planer mill somewhere in 
the vicinity or that these members were not laid until years later. The only mark of decoration in 
the house, besides the mantels, was beading drawn on the underside of the ceiling joists, 4 x 6s span-
ning the full depth of the house without a supporting summer beam, 17 ft. All doors and window 
shutters were home made. On the south side of the house, and connected to it by two roofed-over 
bridges, was the cook house, a two-story, single-pen house with a board partition separating the 
kitchen from the dining room. The loft above, reached by a ladder-steep set of steps in the dining 
room, was the cloth room containing two spinning wheels and two "sets of looms". There was a full 
length porch on the back side of this house, sheltered by a great oak tree under which was the 
dairy on stilts. Nearby was the well with its towering sweep. This building was on much lower 
and more worn ground than the main house so that two steps at the upper ends of the bridges were 
required to mount to the main house; the bridge from the kitchen led to Thomas and Polly Ann's bed 
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chamber, the one from the dining room to the porch. 
A few events in the early time of this old house were told to the younger generations. Chesley's 
hand mangled in a saw gin at the gin pond (this was the gin invented by Eli Whitney); his depar-
ture for the year, and his brief visit home before his death at Gettysburg. The departure of the 
younger son Ansel, sixteen years old, for the war. The deaths of two of the younger children the 
same year as Chesley's death, and the establishment of the cemetery which was placed in coven-
ant in 1895 after four more deaths in the family. The finding of Polly Ann's black sheep brother 
Malachiah in a fodder house, shot in the back by a man in a loft in Brooks County (rifling someone's 
chest), his unbelievable fortitude in staying in the saddle all the way to his sister's house to seek 
help. They carried him to the house and laid him on one of the porch benches and probed the 
wound from which they dug ball, wadding and powder, and put him to bed in the upstairs south 
room where he gangreened and "stunk up the place so the family could not eat in the dining room", 
but eventually recovered and stole away in the night with no thanks to anyone. 
But the day that never could be forgotten was Sunday before Christmas, 1864, when a contingent 
of Sherman's soldiers was at the gate. Word had been brought of their coming by a man on horse-
back, and the family tried to secure what they could. Polly Ann came out and sat down on one of the 
benches with her children huddled about her as the men entered the house. The three little Negro 
boys her father had given her to raise, Cain, Andy, and Jim, hid up under the house. Thomas was 
hid out in a clay root not far from his gin pond (some said later that he threw his whiskey still in 
the hole first and then spread-eagled himself over it to shield it). The soldiers tore the place 
apart looking for money and valuables. A chest of rags in the loft was emptied out and shook, one 
rag at a time. The feather beds (mattresses) were emptied out, and the place was full of feathers. 
The garden seed for spring planting, tied up in little rags, was emptied out on the ground by a sol-
dier who then stirred them into the loose sand. And drank and poured out the milk in the dairy and 
carried off the butter and cheese. Out in the sugar house where the barrels of syrup and curing sugar 
stood on massive benches with trenched tops for the flow of molasses to run down into buckets at the 
lower ends, they pulled all the wooden bung stoppers so the syrup would all flow out onto the floor 
and through the cracks to waste on the ground. The muscovado sugar they put into whatever sacks 
they could find, and the rest they packed into stolen men's britches (pants). They stole all the 
pickles and preserves stored in great crocks and churns, and what they could not carry away they 
poured out on the ground. They emptied out the banks of seed potatoes. They backed their wagons 
up to the barns and knocked out the gable ends so the stored corn would flow out into them. Not an 
ear of com was left, nor a bundle of fodder, nor a handful of hay. And killed all the chickens and 
turkeys and geese and whatever animals_ they could find, leaving the surplus to rot. And they found 
Thomas and brought him to the house on his horse, his hands tied behind his back. And in another 
clay root they found the cache of smokehouse meat and carried it off. Finally the sack and pillage 
was all done and the caravan moved off, Thomas with them, a prisoner of war. Last to move off 
were the mounted men, Sherman's brave troops who carried on war against women and children and 
old men, all with smokehouse meat on their horses behind them--and ahead of them on their 
saddles, mounted britches full of good muscovado sugar. Polly Ann and the children were crying as 
they watched all their substance move away down the road. All they had left was a patch of col-
lards and a few potatoes still in the ground, a house full of goose feathers and a well of water. 









existed on a few sweet potatoes which had not been dug, collards, acorns, hickory nuts, and what 
pine mast could be found, a few outlying hogs. (The Yankees even pulled up some peoples' col-
lards so they had to reset them) And the three little Negro boys had to be fed too (years later when 
they were 14 or 15 years old, big enough to work, they ran away, and Thomas considered it 
good riddance). One barrel of syrup from which the wooden dune plug had been pulled did not flow 
out because rock candy had formed and stopped up the bung, so they had a barrel of syrup, some-
thing few others had. They scrubbed out the sticky mess in the sugar house and got it clean once 
again, but the odor of rancid syrup persisted so long as the building stood. Spring ahead meant 
nothing without seed for garden and a crop of com. They had some seed cane and the patches of 
stubble left from the year before. And they had a few potato roots to start a draw bed. After the 
Surrender, Ansel came home. Some seed com was sent from Kentucky and the lower part of the state 
where Sherman's bummers did not go, and Thomas secured some to begin again. But that fall they 
had a fine crop of cane again, and once more Thomas boiled syrup. The last boiling, a half boiling, 
he used to make candied potatoes, emptying in a bushel of potatoes, and invited all the neighbors 
in to a feast. 
That September the whole family had to go to the Reconstruction authorities in Statesboro to 
give their pledges of allegiance and receive amnesty. They were all measured as to height, and 
their physical characteristics registered as to age, complexion, color of hair and eyes. The youngest 
member of the family to receive amnesty was Nancy, age 15, height 5' 6", fair complexion, light 
hair, blue eyes. 
In the years following, the family slowly recovered from the devestation. They again grew 
cotton, and ginned for the neighbors too. When the pond dam broke they brought the gins back to 
the house and pulled them by mule power in a gin house. This cotton was freighted to stops across 
the Ogeechee river where it went to the great port of Savannah by way of the Central of Georgia 
railroad. And again there was com and fodder to feed mules and hogs and cows and goats, and 
chickens and turkeys and the new Pilgrim geese who seam in the lime sink called "goose pond" 
and furnished labor in the cotton fields and feathers for beds. And there was a herd of sheep 
in care of the girl Nancy and a sheep dog called King whose description was that of the Australian 
Blue Heeler. 
The ten-acre orchard by the house produced apples which were in demand in Savannah. And 
there were barrels of syrup and sugar, and a smokehouse full of hams and middlings and dried beef, 
all of which beyond the needs of the family was salable. And again there were crocks of pickles 
and preserves and glasses of jelly. And again Thomas made brandy, distilling it under a big oak 
tree across the road from the house, for which privilege he had to pay "revenue". And Polly Ann 
sold all her excess homespun for ten cents a yard. The children began to marry, sons first, and re-
ceived their share of land, 609 acres, 422 acres, 325 acres. What was left was later divided among 
the daughters, 90 acres each. Two of them never married. In 1880 Thomas died, and in 1895 Polly 
Ann died, after which the cemetery was placed under covenant. The last member of the family to 
live in the old house was Ann Jane, may, who died in 1911, after which the property passed to her 
nephew who used the house for a tenant house. The neglected trees of the orchard gradually died 
until the 1920s when there were no more than half a dozen left, loafs. bottle-stoppers, cheeses, 
horse-apples. The old cook house was pulled down, it being in such dilapidated condition, that, to-
gether with the eroded condition of the ground it stood on. People though it must have been old Da-
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vid's house. It was replaced by a kitchen in a shed room. The great south chimney fell and was re-
placed by a modem one. As the land changed hands the old house continued to serve as a tenant 
house, with needed repairs: the great open hallway was sealed off at both ends to meet modem de-
mands, and at last the house was glazed. 
The end was near. In the early hours of June 8, 1985, about one in the morning, while a terrifying 
thunderstorm swept the area, a lightning bolt struck the old cedar tree in the back yard and jumped 
to the wiring in the house and burned it to the ground. It was 132 years old. Two relics of cedar trees 
mark the spot. Across the way is the cemetery guarded by great sycamore trees what once sheltered 
a two-room country school where the neighboring children came to learn their three Rs. 
Note: The coil of Thomas' old "still" was last seen by a sawdust pile on the place in the 1930s. 
It is presumed it was gathered for the war effort. the same thing must have happened to one of the 
old saw gins at that time still lying in an old barn--Thomas' grandchildren in the late 1800s would 
turn the crank to see the rats run out. 
ON THE ROAD TO PARRISH'S MILL 
At the shoally place where Bay Branch empties into Lotts Creek on the east side, Bulloch 
County, Georgia, Menan Monk got a grant of land in 1802, and settled there. He was brother-in-law 
to the original Parrish in Bulloch County, Henry, who received two grants of land in what is now 
Candler County, and on one built a millpond, now lost. Menan's family was slaughtered by some un-
known party, or parties, ca. 1808, only one member surviving, a woman who hid in the outdoor oven. 
When she came out of hiding at daybreak and went to neighbors, they gathered and buried them on 
the high sand bluff on the south side of the trail. Their graves, no more than five or six in all, were 
marked by little flat flint rocks, about a foot in diameter. Trees bent into bows marked other 
graves, perhaps Indians, as the cemetery later was called Old Indian Graveyard. A board fence 
surrounded the cemetery until the early 1900s. And so the ford was called Monk's Ford, andthe road 
was called Monk's Ford Road. 
About a mile west of the creek, a road branched off Monk's Ford Road to where Ansel Parrish 
built the great millpond called by his name. And on this road, upstream from the pond dam, he 
built his dwelling house. The date of the building of the house is not known, but he married on 
March 3, 1814, so the house was certainly built after that date. Ansel was the son of old Henry, 
that first pond builder, and Nancy was the daughter of William Holloway, neighbors, and both 
Soldiers of the Revolution. The house .was built of sawed logs, 4x8s, with dovetailed corners like 
the log houses of Virginia and North Carolina from whence the Parrishes came. These timbers 
were fitted so precisely with a little soft mud between that the house was airtight without battens 
inside or out. It was built as a single unit, 24x24 ft., with a board partition dividing it into a hall 
(main room) and chamber (back room), the chamber in turn being divided, the front room of which 
was the dining room. The loft which was undivided was a sleeping chamber for the children, 
and was reached by a narrow, steep set of stairs by the hearth with a tum at the landing. Only 
a railing without bannisters shielded the passengers along its ladder-steep flight. The only heat 
was from the monstrous chimney at the end of the house, with great fireplace opening into the hall, 
a brick pile so great that people of the 20th century described the whole as a house built to a chim-
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ney. The cooking was done in an out-kitchen in the back yard. A later generation of Parrishes, after 
the coming of steam-powered saw- and planer-mills would build great plantation houses up and 
down Lotts Creek, some of which still stand. 
In this massive log house-actually a block house--24 x 24 ft., not including sheds and porches, 
Ansel and his wife raised fourteen children, including three, Malachiah--called Mal; Mathew and 
Missouri, whose fame outlasted that of the eleven other children. Mal was the black sheep, and 
him his father disinherited. He it was who stood outside that end window by the chimney and 
watched inside the hall the night old Ansel lay a corpse in July, 1865, and when he went away 
stole the finest horse and waddle in the barn, and was believed to have stolen the old man's hoard 
of gold which he had hidden among the gopher holes and dunes on the east side of the creek when 
word came of the approach of Sherman's bummers. Matthew, described in a famous court suit as an 
idiot and imbecile, the old man provided for liberally in his will, giving him a bed and furniture, a 
good horse and hard saddle, and a large tract of land further down the creek; when a neighboring 
land owner got Mathew's mark on a deed and seized the land, his guardians, Dan and Jincy Bland 
went to court and got it back. Missouri, described as about a bubble and a half off plumb, lived with 
her husband in the house after old Ansel's death, spent her time fishing in a bay off the creek 
called "the pint", talked ahout hearing her father calling her from the loft of the house, and 
would not be convinced it was only the ranging goats she heard. 
The Parrishes were first and foremost pond builders, they having built the first two great mill 
ponds on Upper Lotts wreek: Ansel's pond, and then Parrish and Jackson, later known as Deloach's 
Mill. And the one by that first Parrish in Bulloch County on some unknown and forgotten stream 
called Long Branch in present-day Candler County. Ansel ground corn and wheat, cleaned rice, and 
ginned cotton (gin gear and pulleys were listed in his inventory after his death) but he did not saw 
timber as later owners did. 
By Bulloch County standards, Ansel was a very large slave holder. He housed them in a long 
string of cabins stretching back on a quarters road toward the mill. But rather than having them 
cooking in their individual cabins with resulting deficiency diseases such as scurvy and pellagra, 
he provided for them in common, feeding them in a big dining shed back of his house where two re-
sponsible women presided. By the time of the Civil War this population had grown so large it took 
a beef a week to feed them, as well as hogs, goats, game, fish, corn, potatoes, vegetables, rice, syrup 
and molasses, all produced on the place. He produced rice in large quantities on an island between 
the forks of the creek where he could raise and lower the level of the water with the sluice gates of 
the pond. When word came of Bill Sherman's approach, old Ansel, then seventy-six years old, sent 
his people to secure the stock in the swamps and hummocks of the creek. How well they succeeded 
can be seen by his inventory when he died the following July. That inventory counted 5 horses and 
mules in addition to the fine saddle horse stolen by his black sheep son the night he died, cattle, 
hogs (and outlying hogs) sheep, goats, fowls. 
In the years after old Ansel's death the land and mill changed hands many times, always iden-
tified by the mill: Brannen's mill, Bird and Daughtery, McKelveen's mill, Groover's mill. One of 
these owners washed down the old house with a coat of red barn paint after which it acquired a 
name: OLD RED MOUNTAIN. And one owner committed suicide when threatened with foreclo-
sure. The last people to live in it was the Nathan Brown family. They it was who razed it in 1943 
because of its deterioration from the leaking roof, and replaced it with a small frame house. A vis-
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itor who went there to see the old house in 1945 after gasoline became available after the war, 
found Mrs. Brown at home, informative and talkative. She told how resistant the old block house 
was to razing, unyielding to the efforts of a large tractor in any direction, so that the logs had to be 
dislodged with wrecking bars and lifted out one at a time. She showed posts made from the old 
timbers around the yard fence, deeply incised at the tops (the visitor made a quick sketch of one 
and went home and cut out the pattern on some lx2 in. strips, and the joint was a perfect dovetail. 
Mrs. Brown told her about a hired man they had once who slept in the loft, and one night while 
standing at that lone loft window saw a jack o' lantern rise from the cemetery across on the other 
hill and float across to settle in the walnut tree in front of the house; and next day the men al-
most dug up the old tree, but found nothing. She led the visitor along a path through a field of 
prickly pear cactus to the cenetery which still had all its little board markers, and the two marble 
headstones. All was neat from her sweeping and raking. She was solicitous for the future of that 
graveyard. 
There is now no trace of Ansel's old blockhouse, or the Brown's house either. Even the great 
walnut tree has been filched by cabinet makers, limb, trunk, stump. And the graveyard has been 
bulldozed and intensively farmed out of existence. Only one marble stone marks the spot, that of 
Nancy Holloway Parrish who died May 22, 1853, sixty years old. A more stubborn Parrish grave-
yard is that of old Ansel's nephew Ezekiel, who had the distinction of being the first recorded 
"roadhog" in Bulloch County: when he put his buggy and team on the road--no matter whether he 
came up behind, or met you-he took his half out of the middle and you took to the woods! His is on 
the Upper Lotts Creek-Metter Road, enclosed by a cast iron fence in a field. Even now no one chal-
1c:i.gc!1 ~J~ ::!aim. 
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All artwork on pages 41-46 created by Rita Turner Wall 
Provincial Georgia house of Ansel Parrish located on Lott's Creek at Monk's 
Ford. Ca. 1814. Razed in 1943. 
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Corner detail of house which was of 




Above: Ansel Parrish Settlement 
on Lott's Creek. 
Left: A floor plan of main house. 
Second floor was simply a large 
loft lighted by one window and 
was the area in which children 
slept. The cooking (and probably 
eating, also) were done in the 
little out kitchen. 
Left: Ansel Alderman house on 
Wolfpen Branch in west Bul-
loch County. Ca. 1873. 
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Above: Thomas Alder-
man provincial Georgia 
plantation house on Wolf 
Pen Branch, Bulloch 
County, Georgia, 1853 
Left: Thomas Aldennan 
provincial Georgia plan-
tation house plan. 
Below: Ansel Alderman 
Bridge House. Ca. 1875 
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Above: Ansel Alderman "Add-on 
house. Ca. 1877 
Left: Ansel Alderman house floor plan 
mid section Ca. 1885; back section--old 
Timothy Alderman log house, Ca. 1827. 
Timothy Alderman moved to F1orida in 
1837. Thomas Alderman occupied the 
house 1839-1853. It was moved to new 
location Ca. 1875 by Ansel Alderman. It 
was razed Ca. 1940 II Windows in mid-section 
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In 1874, Willow Hill was started on Dan and Audelia (Parrish) Riggs' place in a turpentine 
shanty in Bulloch County, Georgia. Then it was called "Willie Hill" in honor of Dan Riggs' eldest 
son Willie Riggs. Willie Riggs, born in 1869, was one of the first students of the Willow Hill 
School. In 1894 he was graduated from Morehouse College in Atlanta, Georgia with a "Certifica-
tion in Education" and later taught at Willow Hill. 
"Willie Hill" was located on a hill amidst briar and poke weeds. The first school was crudely 
made and had only one room, one door, one window and a privy located outside the building. The 
first books were "The Blue Back Speller," a dictionary and the Bible. The school year was not long 
because of the time needed for farm work to be done. 
Georgianna Riggs, the daughter of Isaac Riggs, Dan's brother, was the first teacher. Georgian-
na, born a slave in 1859, was a mere 15 years old when she began teaching. 
In 1890, 'Willie Hill" moved to Handy and Agnes (Parrish) Donaldson's place for five years. 
The building looked very similar to that of the first school. In 1895, on land donated by Moses and 
Isabella (Donaldson) Parrish, "Willie Hill" moved to its current site. (Moses Parrish is the broth-
er of Agnes Donaldson and Audelia Riggs. Isabella Parrish is the sister of Handy Donaldson. 
Georgianna Riggs married Cain Parrish, the brother of Moses, Agnes and Audelia.) By then the 
name had become Willow Hill. Tradition says that willow trees grew at the new site; thus the 
name change. The Riggs, Parrish and Donaldson families banded themselves together and built a 
new school from logs in the area. These families pooled their resources and hired a teacher who 
lived in their homes on a rotating basis. The school became very successful and popular. In 1905, be-
cause of its growth, an addition was made to the 1895 school. 
In 1914, because the school population grew so rapidly, a completely new building was con-
structed which served as the school building until 1942 when the Rosenwald school was built. 
19'20- 1954 
On January 3, 1920, the Willow Hill School and its property were sold to the Bulloch County 
Board of Education for $18.00 (Deed of Sales located in Bulloch County Court House Statesboro, 
Georgia). The county made drastic changes to the curriculum. Eventually they made it a require-
ment that all teachers have a college degree. Previously teachers were required to complete the 
seventh grade plus two additional years at Statesboro or Guyton to get a teaching certificate. Dur-
ing this time period, the Willow Hill School grew to include high school grades. It had a strong 
athletic program and competed well in basketball (girls and boys) and softball. 
The parents of the community were very involved. They held a number of fund raisers to pro-
vide additional funds for the school and also boarded many of the teachers who taught at Willow 
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Hill. 
In 1932, Julius Rosenwald, U.S. Merchant, Philanthropist and former president of Sears and 
Roebuck died. His death had significance for the Willow Hill School. In 1917 Mr. Rosenwald 
created the Rosenwald Fund to be expended after his death. From this fund a large sum of money 
was donated to the Willow Hill School to construct a new school building called The Rosenwald 
Building in his honor. This building, constructed in 1942, was the main academic building until the 
current Willow Hill was built in 1954. Mr. Rosenwald, since the early 1900s, had been especially 
interested in the educational welfare of Southern Blacks and was instrumental in constructing over 
5,000 school in 15 southern states for Blacks. 
Around 1946, the KKK burned a cross at Willow Hill because many of the Black citizens were 
meeting at the school to discuss voting in the 1946 elections in Bulloch County. This would be the 
first time Blacks would vote in Bulloch County since 1896 when they lost this right. Garfield Hall, 
chairman of the Willow Hill Board of Trustees provided the leadership and support necessary to 
get many of the Black citizens to the polls. 
1954 - Present 
In 1954 separate but equal learning facilities were ruled unconstitutional by the United States 
Supreme Court in the Brown vs. Board of Education decision. This reversed the 1896 Plessy vs. Fer-
guson decision which established the separate but equal doctrine. Ironically this same year the 
Bulloch County Board of Education opened a new school at Willow Hill for Black children. The 
new Willow Hill School, once again an elementary school, was a very modern structure which had 
indoor rest rooms, a cafeteria, and a modem library. 
In 1969, the Court ordered integration of Bulloch County Schools. That same year the Bulloch 
County Board of Education decided to close Willow Hill, to the disappointment of many of the cib-
zens of the Willow Hill community. 
In 1971, the Willow Hill School was reopened, an integrated institution with Jerry Brown, the 
current administrator as principal. 
After 114 years, the Willow Hill School, located near Portal, continues to be an important edu-
cational institution in the Willow Hill community, the County, the State and the Nation. 
Prepared by Nkenge Jackson Edited by Alvin D. and Gayle Jackson 
Milestones of The Willow Hill School 
1859 Georgianna Riggs, first teacher born in slavery. 
1865 End of Civil War and slavery. 
1874 "Willie Hill" began on Dan Riggs' place in a turpentine shanty in Bulloch County, 
GA. 
1890 "Willie Hill" moved to Handy Donaldson's place. Second Willow Hill building 
constructed. 
1894 Willie Riggs, for whom the school was named, graduates from Morehouse College in 
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Atlanta, GA. 
1895 'Willie Hill" moves to current site. Name becomes Willow Hill. Third school con-
structed. 
1905 An extra room added to the Willow Hill School. 
1914 A new Willow Hill constructed. The fourth Willow Hill Building. 
1920 The Willow Hill School and its property sold to the Bulloch County Board of Edu-
cation for $18.00. 
1939 Requirement that all teachers have college degrees. 
1942 Rosenwald Building constructed. The fifth Willow Hill School. 
1946 The KKK bum a cross at Willow Hill. 
1954 The current Willow Hill built. The sixth building. 
1969 School closes for two years. 
1971 School reopens with first white principal, Jerry Brown. 
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A Dream Not To Be Forgotten 
by 
Nkenge Jackson 
My project titled A Dream Not to be Forgotten -- The History of a Black School -- Willow Hill 
187e to the Present, evolved from my interest in family history and its documentation. My interest 
was encouraged by my father as he told stories of his boyhood and school life and as he mentioned a 
school that his ancestors had started in 1874 called Willow Hill. Listening and remembering the 
many stories that he had told me, I realized that this school was a frontier in history. 
Before I began my research I created an outline of what I wanted to accomplish and how I 
planned to accomplish it. First I visited several libraries to get an idea of how to search for family 
history. I visited the Monroe Traditional school library, the Columbus Alternative High School 
library, The Driving Park Library and the Columbus Public Library (all in Columbus, Ohio). At 
these libraries I found many books on genealogy. I also found a record of Alex Haley, telling how he 
searched for his "Roots." After going through all of these sources, I then made another outline of 
the many techniques of searching for family history. 
Since information on Willow Hill School was not readily accessible I began writing letters to 
people, asking them for any information concerning Willow Hill. In each letter I included a de-
scription of my project, and asked for pictures and any information or artifacts that they had about 
Willow Hill. The letters that I sent to former teachers of Willow Hill included a survey of their 
teaching experience at Willow Hill. The responses to the letters were not coming quick enough so 
phone calls were made to many of the people. Many new leads about the school were obtained from 
these phone calls. From the leads I found a person in California who had a booklet of the history 
of Willow Hill, apparently written by a former teacher. This book was a major find because it was 
from it that I found out where and how Willow Hill started. I then contacted the Statesboro Re-
gional library in Bulloch County, Georgia for information on Bulloch County schools. From this in-
quiry a map from 1909 was acquired. This map was used to trace the movement of Willow Hill 
School. 
After all the letters were sent and phone calls were made, I then interviewed my father. My 
father was the primary resource on the project. Not only was he a former Willow Hill student but 
he was readily accessible. From him I was able to get many details on Willow Hill. I listened to 
many tapes of people who my father had interviewed (some now deceased) on their remembrances 
of Willow Hill. I studied the pictures of Willow Hill and people associated with the school 
which me father and many others had loaned to me out of their personal picture libraries. I was 
then able to visualize what life was like during those times. 
I decided to compile the information into three sections by eras, 1874 - 1920, 1920 - 1954 and 1954 
to the present. I did research on what life was like during those times. I then began putting my dis-
play together. It consists of a pictorial history of the Willow Hill school with explanations of the 
pictures and a general history written up on the three different eras. 
Willow Hill founded in 1874, eleven years after the Emancipation Proclamation was signed 
and nine years after the Civil War ended, was the product of a few former slaves struggling and 
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sacrificing to ensure that their children would be able to get a good education and one day become 
productive citizens of The United States. Amidst these good intentions opposing whites tried to 
make it hard for blacks to advance in any way. The State government of many Southern states, 
were still controlled by Confederacy supporters after the Civil War who did not like the fact that 
slavery had been abolished. To make sure that blacks would not advance they passed several 
"black codes." One such code forbade white teachers to teach black students. White supremist 
groups such as the Ku Klux Klan tried to scare black people into servitude. 
In spite of these facts, after 113 years and several attempts to close the school and change its 
name, Willow Hill is still in existence and functioning, educating the boys and girls of Bulloch 
County, Georgia. It is a piece of history that my family has refused to let die. Not only is Willow 




Alessi, Jean, and Miller, Jan. Once Upon a Memory . White Hall, Virginia, Betterway Publica-
tions, 1987. 
This book explains ways for a person to document their family history. 
American Genealogical Research Institute. How to Trace Your Family Tree: a Complete and 
Easy to Understand Guide for the Beqinner. Garden City, N.Y., Doubleday, 1975. 
This books gives you a number of places to write for information. It also talks about how to 
use the National Archives for genealogical research. 
Bennet, Lerone Jr. Before The Mayflower; A History of the Negro in America 1619-1964. Balti-
more, Maryland, Penguin Books. 1966. 
This book tells what life was like for the Negro from 1874 -1964. This book was instrumental in 
helping me to gather information on the historical events which occurred during the eras of my pro-
ject. 
Cobb, John E. Jr., The Complete Book for Doing the Family History. Durant Publishing Co., 
1981. 
This book describes various methods for doing genealogical research including interviews and 
letter writing and gives a list of many places to contact to gather information on one's family. 
Croom, Emily A. Unpuzzling Your Past. A Basic Guide to Genealogy. White Hall, Virginia, 
Betterway Publications, 1987. 
This book describes very basic methods for getting information from relatives and how to make 
use of this information. 
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Doane, Gilberg H. Searching for Your Ancestors. Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press, 
1973. 
This book gives you ways to get information about your family history that you can do right at 
home such as writing letters. 
"Rosenwald, Julius." Encyclopedia Brittanica. vol. 10, 1988. 
I used this volume to find out about the Rosenwald fund. Julius Rosenwald donated funds for one 
of the buildings at Willow Hill around 1940. This building was named the Rosenwald building. 
Jenning. Jerry E. and Hertel Margaret F. Inquiring about Freedom: Civil Rights and Individual 
Responsibility. Grand Rapids, Mich, Fidler Co., 1975. 
This book talks about freedom and what it is. It talks also about how blacks were trying to ad-
vance but how white supremist groups tried to stop this. 
Lichtman, Allan J. Your Family History. Random House, 1978. 
This book tells you how to use oral history, personal family archives and public documents to 
find out about your family history. 
UNPUBLISHED MATERIALS 
History of Willow Hill School. (obtained from Dorothy McPhatter of California) 
This booklet gave me information about the founding of the school, the construction of the 
buildings, the movement of the school to different locations and the names of many of the teach-
ers. 
Schematic Drawings of Early Willow Hill Buildings by Michael Carter. (Portal, Georgia) 
These drawings were based on former teacher's descriptions of the buildings. 
SPECIAL SOURCES 
Census. United States Census Records: 1870, 1880, 1900 and 1910 for Bulloch County, Georgia 
These records were used to verify the identity of Dan Riggs, the man who donated the land for 
the Willow Hill School, and Willie Riggs, the son of Dan Riggs and the person for whom the Wil-
low Hill School was named. 
Bulloch County Georgia-1909 
This map has Bulloch County broken up into militia districts just as the Census Records are. 
This was used along with the Census Records to verify the location of Dan Rigg's place and his as-
sociation with the Willow Hill School. 
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Personal Interviews 
These taped interviews included information on remembrances of Willow Hill and were used to 
gather information on the development of Willow Hill and what it was like to be a student at Wil-
low Hill. 
Louvannie Donaldson McCray (1882-1982)-Student at Willow Hill, 1887-1892 
Mrs. Ada Hendrix Williams (1898- )-Student at Willow Hill, 1905-1907 
Mrs. Alberta Parrish Hall Ector (1904- )-Student at Willow Hill, 1909-1914 
Mr. Dolvin Donaldson (1907-1987)-Student at Willow Hill, 1912-1917 
Mr. Purvis Royal (1917- )-Student at Willow Hill, 1922-1927 
Mr. Royal says his mother Elizabeth Parrish Johnson Royal attended Willow Hill 1885-1890. 
Mrs. Roxie Holloway Hodges (1915- )-Student at Willow Hill 1920-1927 
Mrs. Clara Bell Parrish-Attended summer sessions at Willow Hill, 1922, 1923 
Mrs. Rosebud Lee McCullough (1928-1986)- Student at Willow Hill 1933-1943 
Mr. Larry Lee (1933-)-Student at Willow Hill, 1938-1941 
Mrs. Hazel Lee Allen (1937- )-Student at Willow Hill, 1942-1952 Teacher at Willow Hill, 
1960s 
Mrs. Johnnie Mae Polk Daughtry-Teacher at Willow Hill, 1955-1969 
Photographs 
The photographs supplied by the following people were used to develop a pictorial documenta-
tion of the Willow Hill School, the teachers and the students. 
Mrs. LeBertha Wilson-Teacher at Willow Hill (1940s - 1960s) 
Mrs. Maxie Roya- Teacher at Willow Hill (1945-1985) 
Mrs. Agnes Youngs-Teacher at Willow Hill (1955-1969) 
Mrs. Gwendolyn Subb Lane-Teacher at Willow Hill (current teacher) 













Mr. Alvin Jackson-My father and student at Willow Hill (1956-1963) 
Mr. and Mrs. Amis (Lucille) Cone-Students at Willow Hill (1930s) 
Records 
Haley, Alex. Alex Haley Tells the Story of His Search for Roots. Warner Bros. 1977. I used 
this record to learn about the techniques that Alex Haley used in his search for his roots. 
ADDENDUM TO THE BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Coleman, L. and Coleman, G.C., Statesboro, A Cen_tury of Progress 1866-1966. Statesboro, Geor-
gia, Bulloch Herald Publishing Co., Inc., 1969. 
In this book I found some information on the development of schools for blacks and whites in 
Bulloch County, Georgia. 
DaSilva, B., Finkelstein, M., Loshin A., and Sandifer, J.A. The Afro-American in United 
States Histore. New York, Globe Book Co., 1969. 
This book tells the story of the Afro-American from his roots in Africa to the Civil Rights era. 
I used this book to help me to understand what life was like for black people in America prior to 
and during the development of the Willow Hill School. This book also includes information on the 
struggle by black people for their right to quality education. 
Embree, E.R. and Waxman, J., Investment in People. The Story of the Julius Rosenwald Fund. 
New York, Harper and Brothers, 1949. 
This book talks about the many people that Julius Rosenwald helped including black people in 
the South. It also tells how Booker T. Washington helped to interest Rosenwald in helping to build 
schools for blacks in the South. 
Jarrette, Alfred Q. Julius Rosenwald, Son of Jewish Immigrant, A Builder of Sears, Roebuck and 
ComoanY, Benefactor of Mankind. Greenville, S.C., Southeastern University Press, 1975. 
This book tells about the life of Julius Rosenwald. In this book I found information on the Rosen-
wald fund and how it was used to help build over 5,000 schools in the South for black children. 
Werner, M.R., Julius Rosenwald. The Life of a Practical Humanitarian. New York and London, 
Harper and Brothers, 1939. 
I used this book to find out about the Julius Rosenwald fund and how it was used to help devel-
op schools for black people in the South. 
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SPECIAL SOURCES 
Bulloch Co. Board of Education. 
Sent list of all teachers and principals of Willow Hill from !938 - 1969. 
Jerrv Brown -- Current principal of Willow Hill 
Sent list of all teachers from 1971 to present. 
Laura Ball Martin 
Sent article on Bulloch County Schoosl fmm the Bulloch Herald (about 1980). 
1915 Survey of Bulloch County Schools from Statesboro Regional Library. 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
Mrs. Hazel Lee Allen 
Teacher at Willow Hill (1960s) 
Mrs. Sarah Cone Lee 
Teacher at Willow Hill (1948 - 1969) 
Mrs. Laura Bell Martin 








EXTINCT TOWNS IN BULLOCH COUNTY, GEORGIA 
Daniel Good 
Georgia Southern College 
Throughout Georgia are hundreds of extinct communities which once were market centers or cen-
tral places for farming populations. Grist mills, post offices, county seats, railroad stations, cotton 
gins and other places created a variety of meeting places for farmers, and enterprising businessmen 
could take advantage of the accessibility to the consuming population that such locations provided. 
The rural economy in Bulloch County was transformed by the completion of railroads in the late 
1880s until the 1920s. Railroads provided the area with access to the market economy of the na-
tion, and the railroad stations were the collection and distribution centers through which the con-
nections were maintained. Farmers began to specialize using the railroad to ship their products to 
northern and other markets. 
The settlement pattern filled in as branch railroad lines were constructed linking the larger 
main lines towns. A system of rural roads linked farms to markets and markets to each other. The 
number of market centers or central places increased in direct response to the population expansion 
and increase. 
The period of the 1920s in Bulloch County saw the onset of new trends and demise of many small 
railroad station communities. The cotton gin declined in importance as cotton acreage decreased, 
the further growth of rural free delivery eliminated many small post offices and continuation of 
the stores associated with them unprofitable. 
The Savannah and Statesboro Railroad ceased operations in the early 1930s and Pretoria Sta-
tion, a station on the railroad, declined. Paved roads made farmers more accessible to the larger 
community of Statesboro and enabled farmers in their cars to bypass the smaller centers to patronize 
larger ones. Use of trucks made possible centralization of railroad collecting and distributing oper-
ations in the larger stations like Statesboro, eliminating the centrality provided by the station in 
the small community. Pretoria Station was abandoned and the cotton gin, railroad depot and other 
functions disappeared over time as farmers went to the larger community of Statesboro for goods and 
services. 
The following paper on Pretoria Station by Maggie Collins, instructor at Marvin Pittman 
School on the Georgia Southern College Campus, illustrates the rapid changes that have tak-
en place in Bulloch County over the past one hundred years. Other communities like Truckers, 
Grimshaw, Colfax Station, Bland's Spur, Ivanhoe, Jimps, Adelaide, Dink, Donegal have fol-
lowed the fate of Pretoria Station. These extinct communities also need to be studied while 
they are still alive in the minds of people in Bulloch County. The paper on Pretoria Station 
serves as a model for such studies. 
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PRETORIA STATION 
BULLOCH COUNTY, GEORGIA 
by 
Maggie Collins 
What happened to Pretoria Station, Georgia? At the tum of the 20th century it was a small but 
successful farming community located at 32 43' 35" North latitude and 81 43' 50" West longitude. 
What are the factors which contributed to the development of this town? What caused it to de-
cline and become virtually nonexistent? The purpose of this study is to answer these questions 
through historical and personal glimpses into this part of Bulloch County, Georgia. 
Charles Preetorius, for whom this center was named, migrated from Mainz, Prussia, in 1847, 
when he was 19 years old. Through family money and sound business sense, Preetorius acquired a 
large tract of land along the pre-revolutionary trail known as Burkhalter Road.(fig.1) He became a 
successful farmer and remained so throughout his life.(1) Preetorius was able to expand the agricul-
tural wealth of the community through his marriage which resulted in the birth of twelve chil-
dren, nine of whom survived and reached adulthood. Preetorius gave each child a farm of several 
hundred acres at the time of his/her marriage.(2) Preetorius and his family raised sugar cane, rice, 
corn, cattle and hogs. However the largest source of income was cotton which averaged four hun-
dred pounds an acre. The tax digest of 1861 lists Charles Preetorius of the 1209th district as owning 
eight slaves.(3) 
Who was Charles Preetorius and what was he like? On his passport, issued in 1851, he was de-
scribed as follows: 5'8 1/2", auburn-haired with a Roman nose. Evidence from his naturalization 
papers shows he became a citizen of the United States on November 4, 1850, in Savannah at the 
common pleas court. (fig.2) He married Christiana Little (b.1838) at the home of her father, Wil-
liam Little. Reverend Edmund Brannen performed the ceremony on November 19, 1856 (fig.3) Nine 
girls and three boys were born from this union. 
In addition to farming, records indicate that Preetorius·served for a short time in the Confeder-
ate army. However, army officials decided that he could be of greater service to the Confederacy 
if he returned home to raise food for the troops.(4) It is very likely that he was at his home when a 
section of Sherman's army came through Bulloch County in 1864.(5) 
Preetorius also is listed as one of the founders of Statesboro. In 1866, a charter for the "new city 
of Statesboro" was granted. Charles was one of the original charter commissioners "with power 
and authority to make such by-laws for the government and good order of the said town" .(6) What 
his influence was in further development of Statesboro is not documented. There is no further record 
that he served in any capacity as a local government official. 
Throughout his life Charles Preetorius continued to purchase land and expand staple crop pro-
duction. A receipt for sale of land shows a purchase of 102 acres in 1879 (7) yet this was a small pur-
chase. His total holdings were possibly as much as 3000 acres scattered as far as Darien, Georgia. 
The average price he paid for this land was 50 cents an acre.(8) 
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ST ATE OF GEORGIA 
CITY OF SAVANNAH 
UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA 
IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS AND OF OYER AND TERMINER FOR THE CITY OF 
SAVANNAH, NOVEMBER TERM, 1850. 
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, GREETING: 
I, Philip M. Russell, Clerk of said Court, do hereby Certify and make known, that at a regular 
Court held at Savannah, in and for the City and State aforesaid, before the Honorable Mordecai 
Sheftall Senior Judge of said Court, 
Charles Preetorious 
an Alien, and subject of The King of Prussia, petitioned the Court to be admitted a citizen - A11d 
having in all things complied with the law in such case made and provided, the said Charles Pre-
etorius, was accordingly admitted A CITIZEN OF THE UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA, having 
first taken and subscribed in open Court, the Oath of Naturalization. 
Given under my Hand and Seal of the said Court, at the City of Savannah this Fourth day of 
November in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty, and in the Seventy fifth 
year of the Independence of the United States of America. 
(Signed) Philip M. Russell, 
Clerk 
Fig.2 The translation of the naturalization documents of Charles Preetorius 
It was during this time of prosperity, that legend states Charles Preetorius was called home 
(Germany) after the death of his father for distribution of the family estate. He is said to have re-
plied there wasn't "a damn thing over there he wanted" and was happy with his situation in Geor-
gia.(9) 
The coming of the railroad and the growth of Preetorius are parallel. As cotton was trans-
ported from Dover on the Central Railroad of Georgia, many citizens began clamoring for rail ser-
vice in their area.(fig.4) Residents could see the benefits of having the railroad; many invested in 
stock. The landrights were secured to extend the existing Cuyler and Woodburn Railroad built in 
1895 by J.N.Wood.(10) The Cuyler and Woodburn was to run from Cuyler to Statesboro, a total of 






























was completed the Cuyler and Woodburn Railroad was sold to W.F.Carter for $27,760.00, who 
changed the name to the Savannah and Statesboro Railroad. In May of 1899 the railroad was com-
pleted to Statesboro. Stations along the route were: Statesboro, Pretoria, Nellwood (Brooklet), 
Shearwood, Irie, Stilson, Woodburn, Ivanhoe, Olney, Eldora, Blitchton and Cuyler.(12) (fig.5) The 
settlement of Preetorius located at an important intersection became known as Pretoria Station. 
(fig.6) 
Farmers from around Pretoria brought their products to the station where the train would 
pick up freight and passengers. The freight consisted for the most part of watermelons and 
cotton. The boxcars were on sidetracks. Farmers would bring the watermelons by wagon and 
with the help of sons or laborers would load the watermelons onto straw to wait for the next 
train. Sometimes a farmer would go in with his neighbor, each loading half a car.(13) 
On October 4,1901, the Statesboro News stated that Statesboro would probably receive 5,000 
bales of Sea Island cotton and 1,000 bales of Upland.(14) Sea Island cotton, the long stapled, black 
seeded cotton grew only in the coastal regions, made the finest cloth and brought the highest price. 
Upland cotton was also grown but it did not bring the same high prices. 
In the fall, farmers from the area and from surrounding counties hauled cotton into Bulloch 
County making it the biggest inland market for Sea Island cotton in the world, producing one-tenth 
of the world's supply.(15) At Pretoria Station a cotton gin separated the seeds before the bales were 
carried to Savannah and shipped to Europe. Cotton was ginned for a price or for the seeds.(16) 
By 1902 the Savannah and Statesboro Railroad originated from Savannah's Union Station on 
West Broad Street. Work had begun on the extension to Swainsboro and north to Athens.(17) 
As a result, Pretoria Station was growing and prospering. In 1903, the Savannah and States-
boro reported collecting $11,574.00 in passenger funds, and $34,923.00 in freight funds. This was a 30 
percent increase over 1902.(18) The northern extension was completed and the Savannah and 
Statesboro changed its name to Savannah, Statesboro and Northern Railroad.(19) 
Passengers from middle Georgia could travel through Pretoria Station on to Tybee Island and 
spend the day at the Pavillion. Mrs. Carolyn (Lee) LaBar recalls her family would spend a month 
each summer on Tybee. There would be dances every night in the Pavillion which overlooked the 
Atlantic Ocean.(20) Annie Laura (Hendrix) Collins reme~bers as a child riding on the train from 
Clito and meeting her mother's grandfather(Brown) at Pretoria Station. He came up to meet them 
by horse and wagon from around Brooklet. Once the train ran off the track and her family had to 
wait until men could get the train back on the tracks.(21) Since there were no screens on the windows 
of the train, if the windows were lowered insects would enter, but the worse threat was the smoke 
and cinders from the steam engine. One passenger painfully recalled getting these cinders in her 
eyes and having them bum and water the rest of the day.(22) 
Other evidence of Pretoria Station's increasing prominence was the establishment of two Pre-
toria Schools.(23) (fig.7) Information from Duggan's Educational Survey of 1915, does not contain 
any information about the Black school other than a photo. The white children could attend 
through seven grades under the direction of Miss Polly Wood and Miss Myrtle Anderson. On April 
1, 1925, Marianne (Alderman) Tillman told the teachers that the school house was on fire. They 
thought this was an April Fool's joke and she was punished. Sadly, the schoolhouse burned to the 
ground that day and was never rebuilt.(24) (fig.8) 
The loss of available public schooling was a serious blow to the community. The decline and 
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eventual disappearance of Pretoria Station were caused by many factors, the most significant,the 
loss of the railroad. The boll weevil had destroyed the cotton crops and the Great Depression had 
caused market prices on everything to drop severely. So much so that when watermelons were 
shipped to Northern markets they did not bring enough to pay freight fees. The Savan-
nah,Statesboro and Northern began asking local growers to pay the balance of transporting cost 
which they could not do.(25) 
The loss of freight put the railroad in a serious financial situation. In the early 1930s the books 
showed a profit only because the rails were hauling gravel for the paving of Highway 80.(26) This 
major roadway was completed in 1931 through Bulloch County.(fig.9) 
This highway and the increased popularity of the automobile left Pretoria Station without a 
means of support. On February 14, 1933 the Savannah, Statesboro and Northern declared bankrupt-
cy. By the end of that year the tracks were being sold for scrap iron.(27) 
Charles Preetorius died on July 15, 1914. He was buried in the Eastside cemetery where a large 
monument today marks the family plot. His descendents had moved into Statesboro. All that re-
mained was the ''big house" which eventually burned in the 1970s.(28) 
There are no landmarks left, no historical markers, only the old road bed and some trash dump-
sters remain. Pretoria still appears on maps as a reminder of this family and the railroad. 
-- ---~ 
Figure 1: This 1766 map shows the Old Trading Path that later became Burkhalter Road. 
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Figure 4 (above): This 1890 
Map shows the Central Rail-
road of Georgia tracks from 
Statesborough to Dover. Note 
that Pretoria does not appear 
on this map. 
Figure 5 (left): This map 
shows the 32.6 miles of track 
connecting Cuyler and State-
boro with stations identified. 
Figure 6: A more detailed map of the rails from 1915. 
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PllTOB.U. SCHOOL. 
Neared Schooll: BranoPn Groover ~chool, three milc11 c:11,ht: 
A.nJl!rson School, thr~e mil-,• ~uthwe•i;L 
Teachers: !l(i.,-. Polly W oo,l; lli1111 l(yrtle .A.mlcnon, A1111 't..1 t•. 
0., Statesboro; Ga. · 
Truaku: w. W. llik~n. K. W. Wate~. l(. W. Rn11l1b11r. 
Orranilation: School year, sis: mooth11; two tncben; ~".•·n 
1rad~; sixty.five pupils; literary club; debatiur c:ha11; 
corn and eannin1 elub1; 1io1rio1, 
Orounda: Titles in Board of Education; area, tliree acrl'II; uo 
1rard,to1; one clo11et, aver11e coudit,oo; yards Wl'IJ 
fenced. 
Build inc: Value, $1,300.00; two room11; two cloak room,; c"llc1l; 
painted; well lighted; well kept. 
Equipment: Plltent ,te..b in thre11 11i:tl'11: roo,1 blackbo11r1IR: 110 
1:h•rh, lllobt2', or fnuml pictlll't'll: librAl"}", .. ighty.fir,. 
~~~ . 
Water: w .. ·.1 on lot: hulh·i,111111 l'III'"~ 
C:ommurilt7 Uaea and Help: X,m ... 
Malntenanco1: •H:!0.00 from cn1111tr f1111d11: tl:\0.00 frou, 
110)IINl'N (tuitinn L 
Figure 7: Information on Pre-
toria School; only a photo is 
available of the Black 
school (23). 
Figure 8 (above): This 1909 map shows the location of the schoolhouse, cotton gin and two de-
scendants of C. Preetorius. 









1. Patricia Preetorius Schaaf is the great granddaughter of Charles Preetorius. Interviewed 
February 1987. 
2. Turner Lee is the grandson of C.Preetorius. He has in his possession a deed for land given to 
his mother, Carrie Preetorius, by her father at the time of her marriage. Interviewed February 
1987. 
3. The Story of Bulloch County,p.68. 1973 
4. Virginia Davis, Savannah Evening Press. 1956 
5. Carolyn Lee LaBar is the sister of Turner Lee and granddaughter of C.Preetorius. She recalls 
a story told to her as a child of an aunt who was suffering from an infected foot. One of Sherman's 
officers sent for an army doctor who cared for the child. The house and family were not molested 
except for a few items taken from the mantle. Interviewed February 1987. 
6. The Story of Bulloch County. p.44. 1973 
7. Family records on file at Statesboro's Regional Library. 1987 
8. Lee, op.cit. footnote 2 
9. Davis, op.cit. footnote 4 
10. Dorothy Brannen, People, Places and Things. 1983 
11. Leodel Coleman, A Century of Progress. 1969 
12. Brannen, op.cit. footnote 10 
13. Lee, op.cit. footnote 3 
14. Dorothy Brannen, The History of the Sea Island Bank. 1976 
15. Coleman, op.cit. footnote 11 
16. Lee, op.cit. footnote 2 
17. Leodel Coleman, footnote 11 
18. Ibid. 
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19 Chad Beard, unpublished manuscript reviewed February 1987 
20. LaBar, op.cit. footnote 5 
21. Annie Laura (Hendrix) Collins interviewed January 1987 
22. LaBar, op.cit. footnote 5 
23. M.L.Duggan, Educational Survey. 1915 
24. Marianne Alderman Tillman. Interviewed March 1987 
25. Lee, op.cit. footnote 2 
26. Kemp Mabry interviewed February 1987 
27. John N. Rushing interviewed February 1987 
28. Lee, op.cit. footnote 2 
29. Beb Tanner confirmed there was no turpentine still at Pretoria. He also reasons there must 
have been a post office at Pretoria though records do not support this. It is a logical assumption 
since the communities of Keel and Grimshaw warranted post offices of their own, then Pretoria be-
ing larger should have had one also. Interviewed March 1987. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF MRS. BEATRICE RIGGS 
by 
Carolyn Postell 
Mrs. Riggs was born in Macon, Georgia in 1904 to Jessie Bellingsley and the former Grace Wyche. 
She was the first of three children. 
Her educational background included attending Smith High School, Ballard Normal School, 
and received her certificate for teaching. She has taught school in Jeffersonville, Cordele, Dan-
ville, Fitzgerald, Millen and in Bulloch County. 
She was married to the late Herbert H. Riggs, founder of the Riggs Funeral Homes in Statesboro 
and Sylvania, Georgia and the Georgia Grace Nursing Home in Statesboro. Four daughters and one 
son (who died early) were born to them. 
She and her husband worked in the Juvenile Court System in Chicago and continued this in-
volvement in Bulloch County Juvenile Court System. They took delinquent youths into their home 
from jail and made provisions for them until the courts settled the cases. They were also foster par-
ents for many children until the local agencies could provide homes for them. 
Over the years Mrs. Riggs has provided housing (apartments and houses) as rentals for local 
citizens. 
She is a member of Bethel A.M.E. Church, Statesboro, where she has been a member since 
childhood, and a member of the Eastern Star of Charity and Good Will. 
She is a member of the local Chamber of Commerce and presently owner of the Riggs Funeral 
Home and Georgia Grace Nursing Home where for many years more than 100 persons were em-
ployed. Upon seeing the need for a modern nursing home to replace the existing one, the firm has 
merged with Simpson and Johnson, Inc, of Atlanta, Ga. The new nursing home is scheduled to open 
in March, 1988. 
Some of her services and contributions to the community include Christmas gifts, food and fruit 
to the needy, sponsoring and financing a camp for children for five years, providing funds and trans-
portation for 88 children to Disney World and Six Flags, providing funds for Boy Scouts to purchase 
food for their camping activities, supporting a local black physician in setting up his practice in 
the community, and many, many other acts of inspiration and charity to local persons and groups. 
In July, 1985, a committee of local persons established the Herbert and Beatrice Riggs Scholar-
ship Fund with an initial commitment of $5000 in her honor. This fund is endowed with the Georgia 
Southern College Foundation which is held in trustee capacity. Scholarships will be given to out-
standing students who are residents of Georgia and to those majoring in any of the human service 
fields. 
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Laura Bell Hendley Martin 
School Social Worker and Humanitarian 
by Charles Bonds 
Laura Bell Hendley Martin (1920-) was born in Bulloch County to the late Jeff and Laura Moore 
Hendley. She received her primary school education at the Riggs School near Statesboro and her 
high school education at the Statesboro High and Industrial Institute. Upon completing her high 
school education at the early age of 15 and earning her high school diploma in 1936, she matricu-
lated at Spelman College and later at Savannah State College. She earned the Bachelor of 
Science Degree in Elementary Education from Savannah State College in 1957. Ten years later she 
completed study at the University of Georgia and earned the Masters Degree in educaiton with an 
emphasis in school social work. While attending the University of Georgia, Laura Bell was elect-
ed to membership into the prestigious education society of Kappa Delta Pi. 
She began her career in education at Harmony, Sandy Grove, and Willow Hill Schools. In 1965, 
the Bulloch County School System recognized the need for a second visiting teacher, and she was 
sought by school officials for the position, the second person to be so named in the school system's 
history. She capitalized on this opportunity and accepted the position as visiting teacher. She 
felt that this was an occasion for her to have a more far-reaching impact on the lives of not just stu-
dents, but parents in helping them discern the need for their children to receive an education. 
Her responsibilities as a visiting teacher were not always the most pleasant for they were 
filled with moments of distress and frustration. It was not always a simple task to make the par-
ents realize that they were denying the child the right to an education by keeping him out of 
school or permitting him to skip school. She endeavored to convince the parents that things would 
be better for the child later in life if the child were in school. Frequently, the reasons why a child 
remained from school was not simply to remain absent or to work on the farm to help support the 
family, but because of a lack of such necessities such as clothes. Laura Bell's visiting teacher's re-
sponsibilities included, but did not require her helping indigent parents and children receive 
clothes and social services from governmental agencies. These afforded the child a better chance to 
attend school and learn better without the stress and constant concern about life's necessities and 
the welfare of his family. 
Her position as a school social worker included more than attempting to persuade parents to 
send their children to school. In some respects she was more than a school employee in that she was 
concerned with children being happy during their school attendance. As she attended schools and 
homes to gain insight into why a child failed to attend school, she observed signs reflecting that 
the child was unhappy at home or in school. She observed signs of daydreaming, shyness, with-
drawal, cheating, fighting, defying authority, misbehaving, sulking, etc. She used this informa-
tion to work with the parents, the child, the teacher, and other school officials in attempting to 
solve the child's problem. 
She made numerous visits to the homes of students who had poor attendance records. With 
some of these visits, in the interest of the child, she requested that the courts appoint a guardian to 
insure that students would attend school. Her career has afforded her the opportunity to convince 
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students who had dropped out of school to return and continue their formal education through atten-
dance at adult education classes. Many of the students were influenced to attend adult education 
classes, complete their courses of study and earn their high school diplomas. 
As a school social worker, Laura Bell adopted the ecological approach to working with stu-
dents to increase their school attendance. She felt that every significant person in the student's life 
affected or would have some influence on his attendance, perception of, and performance at school. 
She worked cooperatively with teachers and principals to help students. During her more than 20 
years of work as school social worker in Bulloch County, she consulted with the parents to help 
them gain insight into the problems of the children. She recognized early in the position as school 
social worker the importance of the family and its relationship in the total adjustment and educa-
tion of the child. 
Although the nature and confidentiality of her work as a social worker prevented divulging of 
accounts of cases in which she achieved great success, she states that, "my career has been most re-
warding and has provided me with a genuine sense of personal fulfillment. I have experienced real 
joy in helping young people, especially the needy, find themselves and discover their self-worth. 
Some of the greatest thrills of my career were the results of children when they had come to the re-
alization that someone cared for them," she said in an interview reported in the Statesboro Herald 
(Sunday, June 9, 1986). 
Even though Laura Bell was not your typical classroom teacher, she did not separate herself 
from other important functions and auxiliaries of the school system. She worked with school PT As. 
For her work with the Bulloch County Association of Educators, she received recognition in 1986 for 
her dedicated service and commitment to the professional organization, While teaching at the 
Willow Hill School, she received the Teacher of the Year Award in 1967. 
Laura Bell's commitment, dedication, and exemplary work as a school social worker was not 
only recognized and appreciated in Bulloch County. In April of 1975, she received the prestigious 
Award of Merit from the First District Georgia Visiting Teachers Association. 
Reflecting evidence of her commitment and service to education in this area, even after her re-
tirement, she was nominated as a recipient for the Georgia Association of Educator's Human Rela-
tions Award. This nomination was based on her promoting training programs for people from all 
segments of the community and from area communities. She participated in programs and commit-
tees for the Upward Bound Project at Georgia Southern College. This project seeks to prepare disad-
vantaged high school students for successful college entrance and successful completion of a college 
program. She has consulted or served on decision-making committees for Adult Education Leader-
ship, the Bulloch County Board of Education, the Migrant Education Program, the High Hope 
Foundation, the Bulloch County Association for Retired Citizens, the Community Acting Together 
and Interagency Council Community Meeting, the Bulloch County Health Department. The nomi-
nating committee, in describing her service and eligibility for the award stated , "Both the quality 
and quantity of participation in these training programs by Mrs. Martin have enhanced educational 
aspirations of all involved." 
Laura Bell's work in the area of human relations began as early as 1950 when she served as con-
sultant to the NAACP's tutorial program. In 1981 she worked with the Inter-Agency Council which 
included various community agencies coming together to discuss and solve problems of troubled chil-














seeking health care, clothing, and food for their children attending schools in Bulloch County. Her 
work with the High Hope Foundation in 1976 afforded her the opportunity to approve and monitor 
programs specifically designed for the handicapped. As a member of the Adult Education Leader-
ship Committee during 1983, she approved persons for entrance into the adult education program. In 
1980 with the funding of the Upward Bound Program at Georgia Southern College, she worked 
cooperatively with college officials in recruiting and approving students from Bulloch County 
Schools and from the surrounding counties of Evans, Candler, and Screven for entrance into the pro-
gram. This extraordinary amount of human relations work reflected her sincere interest in the edu-
cation of youth. 
When Laura Bell retired, the Bulloch County Community felt one of its most prominent and de-
dicated educators was retiring, leaving a void that would be difficult to fill. However, Laura 
Bell's love for people and her desire to improve the conditions of the poor and needy of the commu-
nity would not cease. She continued enthusiastically in such services as volunteering for the local 
hospital, the Community Action Agency, and participated actively in local civic organizations 
which have as their objective the improvement of life for the citizens of the Bulloch County/ 
Statesboro community. 
She was active in numerous civic and education organizations during her tenure as school social 
worker. She served on the High Hope Foundation, an education agency whose programs are specifi-
cally designed to provide services for the handicapped. She was a member of the Bulloch Associa-
tion of Educators, the Georgia Association of Educators, and the National Education Association. 
Her biography appears in "Who's Who in Education," and she continues as a member of the Ameri-
can Association of University Women. 
She is an active member of the Bethel Primitive Baptist Church of Statesboro. She has four 
children, three daughters who are educators and a son who is an accountant. Her husband is Eugene 
Martin, a retired civil service worker. 
Laura Bell Hendley Martin - Educator add Humanitarian - who is best known for her service 




July 6, 1922 
Gave This Veteran a Dollar and A Kiss 
Let me give your readers a sketch of my trip to Richmond. I went as a delegate from our camp, so 
you will see that Statesboro was well represented. Our camp sent about as good-looking old vete-
rans as they had. The Sons and UDC could not have done better--the prettiest sponsors there were 
in Richmond. These little ladies "beat the band" looking pretty, so you will see Statesboro was 
well represented. Two old soldiers and six visitors went from the county. 
I went to see the Merrimac. I saw Gen. Lee's uniform, bridle, and saddle and all that went to 
complete his equipment. I went to Hollywood and saw Winnie Davis' grave. She was the Daughter 
of the Confederacy. She was born June 27, 1864, in the White House which belonged to the Confed-
erate States. I think it was in 1884 or 1885 she engaged herself to marry a man named Wilkerson 
who lived in New York. The New York papers got to blowing about the North and South going to 
marry. The Confederate soldiers wrote Winnie begging her not to marry the Yankee, and promised 
if she ever came to want she should have $100 a month if she needed it, and if she married him she 
could no longer be the Daughter of the Confederacy. She broke the engagement nd never married. 
She lived a few years longer and died in a New York hospital with consumption. When the hearse 
carried the corpse from the hospital to the station, fifty old Union soldiers marched as an escort (to 
show) their regard for her. You see there were good Yankees. She now sleeps in Hollywood Cemet-
ery. She back out and never married the Yankee and bless her should I hope she is in heaven today. 
I stopped a little while in Petersburg. I wanted to go out to the crater they blew up at Petersburg 
on the 30th of July, 1864. Six thousand negroes were killed, 1,000 Yankee soldier and 3,000 Yankee 
prisoners. I saw a lady and she was talking about that day. She said she was about 10 years old, but 
could remember that awful day, and wondered what would have become of the women and children 
if the drunken mob had got into the town that day. The only brother she had was killed that day. 
More than 1,000 Confederate soldiers lost their lives trying to say Petersburg. I will remember that 
day as long as I live ... 
When I told my lady friend good-bye, she gave me a farewell kiss and slipped a dollar in my 
hand, saying, "Take it, you will need it some day." She meant the dollar, but I thought of both. 
Oh! Ain't a friend so good in time of need, and will make one think of long ago. 
I will have to quit for this time. Maybe I can tell you more some other time. 
(signed) W. R. Whitaker 
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July 6, 1922 
Editorial 
Said He "Might Need It" 
The old Confederate veteran, writing of his recent trip to the re-union in Richmond mentions 
with delight the incident of the newly found woman friend who slipped a dollar in his hand at the 
same time she kissed him, and ventured the thought that he "might need it." He understood she 
meant the coin. He appreciated the kiss far more. 
In this incident, and the thought the old soldier left by his comment, there is much of pathos. 
The kiss, he said, reminded him of old times, and therein lay its value. Looking not particularly at 
this old veteran, but at the condition which he presented-a loneliness of heart which the younger 
people do not even dream of-and is moved to pity. Picture the old man who, coming through the 
hardships of four long years, turned his face to the east and forgot war while he rebuilded upon its 
ruins. In the bosom of his family he forgot all of the sorrow and rejoiced in strong manhood. Imagine 
the trustful arms of the little children about his strong neck when he came in from his labors, and 
the tender kiss upon his young manhood's cheek. Go with him in imagination through a life of dai-
ly struggle to provide the necessities for the dependent little family in which he glorified, and 
who looked up to him as greater than ever was a king. Think of him, then, as one by one the chil-
dren grew to maturity and slipped away from him to lives and families of their own, or, mayhap 
silently went away to the Great Beyond. The companion of his young manhood long since asleep, he 
walks in loneliness, his memory speaking to him of other days when life was sweet. 
Did the old soldier need the dollar the generous woman gave him? Perhaps it brought him food 
and comfort of body. But far more did he prize the tender expression of sympathy, for it brought 
back the memory of all those sweet days which had slowly died in the past. The tender work, the 
touch of the hand meant more than money. Young again in mind and heart, the old soldier rejoiced 
that somebody though kindly enough to remember his need for sympathy. 
The sorrow of the aged is the cruelness which their friends and loved ones thoughtlessly permit 
to encompass them. One day when the old men and old women we love have passed silently into the 
other world, those who could have brought them joy, but failed, will chide themselves for their 
thoughtlessness. It will be too late. 
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February 15, 1923 
Reminiscences 
(of the Confederate Veteran W. R. Whitaker) 
The recent Christmas reminded me of the Christmas of 1863-hot and rainy. About the 10th 
day of January it turned cold, and it look like freeze we would. Christmas week the daily papers 
were saying that the ladies in Richmond and Petersburg were going to give the old soldiers a New 
Year's dinner. We were all glad. I think New Year's Day was on Saturday. We looked all day and 
no wagon came; next day the same thing, no wagon, but the third day about 2 o'clock the wagon 
came and then we were glad. Our regiment had ten companies. Col. Evans saw there was not enough 
to do the regiment any good, so he took ten strips of paper and wrote fowl on one. pork on one and 
bread on another, and let the sergeants draw. Our sergeant drew fowl. He had to make sixty piles so 
every one could get his share. I got half of a puddle dick and a goose leg. I had one little biscuit in 
my haversack, two days old, all the break I had. I ate all the duck. It was good and tender, but 
when I started on my goose leg I found something tough. Several of the boys had some of the goose or 
gander. One of the boys said his mother knew an old gander once that was seventy-one years old. To 
judge by being tough and tougher, I would say the one we had was seventy-five and going on. I 
gnawed all the evening on that leg and soon had it in the shape of a spool with no thread_two big 
ends and nothing in the middle. 
I picked up a paper the other day and saw where a Yankee soldier died in Boston. He was nine-
ty-nine years old; had served four years in the War Between the States. I read a history once of the 
Massachusetts Regiment. The last days of April or the first days of May, 1961, they went to Wash-
ington, drew their uniforms, guns and accouterments. They soon got tanked up on oh-be-joyful and 
mountain dew, and then they did not want Lincoln to draw any more troops, but give them a chance. 
They were 1,200 strong and could whip every rebel soldier from the Atlanta ocean to the Gulf of 
Mexico in six months time. "Give us the title, we are dressed and ready for the ball room!" About 
that time some one said,"Bring a rebel back with you so we can see what sort of varmit the old rebel 
soldier is." In September or October, 1864, I got hold of a New York paper showing in big head 
lines,"The Grand Old 2nd Massachusetts has fought itself to a frazzle. Has to be disbanded. 
Twelve hundred strong at first. now 450 killed in battle or died of wounds sleep in soldiers' graves: 
430 disabled-one leg, one arm or one eye-not fit for service, had to be discharged." See, two-
thirds gone and no rebel captured yet. I don't know what went with the rest of them, but I know 
they never captured a single rebel. I wish I could see some of those Yanks today I would ask them 
what sort of varmit the rebel was. 
I see in the Veteran that the reunion starts on the 10th of April and lasts four days. Something 
good, boys! I have never known one to last more than three days. I hope I can get to go. If I do I can 
tell you something when I get back. 
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James F. Brown 








George D. Mallard 




Green R. Sla (ter?) 
Patrick Lanier 
Rachell Little 























G. B. Barns 































































Household Date Name 1860 1870 
H 
No. Taken 
46. Sept. 8 Peter M. Brannen X 
47. " " William H. Bland X X 
48. " " Thomas Beasley X X 1 
49. " " Alex Brannen, Jr. X X 1 
50. " " Aaron Cone X X l 
51. " " Jacob Ellis 1 
52. " " C. E. Fletcher X X 1 
53. If " William Gould X X 1 
54. " " Joseph C. Hodges X 1 
55. " " Owen Olliff X X 1 
56. If II Mathew Olliff X X 1 
57. II II David C. Proctor X X 1 
58. If If Chesley Parrish X X 1 
59. II II Sarah Rigdon X l ] 
60. If If Dempsey Riggs X X lJ 
61. II " Harmon Riggs X l] 
62. II II Lavenia Simmons X X 1} 63. " " Augustus Waters X 
64. If If George Waters l ] 
65. II If John H. Woods X X 11 
66. If " Thomas A. Waters X X 1 
67. " " Benjamin Wilson X 1 
68. " " Simon L. Williams X X 12 
69. " " Josiah Zitterower X X 1 
70. " 14 James Smith X X 1 
71. If " Benjamin C. Lee X X 1 
72. If 15 Stephen Thorne, Jr. X X 12 
73. If " Naomi Thorne 12 
74. If If James Thorne X 12 
75. II II Pharassee Hagins X 12 
76. II II John S. Hagins X X 12 
77. II II Benjamin Waters X X 12 
78. II If James B. Lester X X 13 
79. If If Allen Denmark 13 
80. II 16 W. T. McMichael l. 3 
81. II If Andrew M. Rimes X 13 
82. II 18 William H. McLean X 13 
83. II II Ja_sper Wilson X 13 
84. If II Wm. P. Donaldson X X 13 
85. II If James L. Beasley 13 
86. II II James T. Dixon X X 138 
87. II II Robert P. D. Lee X X 139 
88. II If Rebecca Lee 14 
89. If " Wm. w. Womack 14 
90. If " W. R. Sills X X 14 
91. If If James Morris X X 143 
92. If II Thomas B. Hendrix X X ~!, 93. If If David T. Beasley X X 94. II If Naomi Hendrix 14 
95. If II Louise Cates 14 
96. II II Mary Ann Beasley 14 















































































































Henrietta M. Beasley 
Burchen (?) T. Beasley 
Thomas H. (B.?) Hendrix 
James M. Mincy 
John M. Mincy 
Susannah Brown 
Verginia Ann Ray 












David Bell, Jr. 
John Bell 
John Hendrix 








Sarah Ann Crumpton 




T. A. Dutkan 
Batt Gay 
Lewis Gay 
Thomas C. Lanier 
Hardy M. Lanier 




R. M. Williams 




John L. Patters(on) 
Madison Predgen 


























































Household Date 1i 
No. Taken Name 1860 1870 
150. No date given Absemlem Scarborough X X 2 
151. II Benjamin Newton X 2 
152. II G. w. Nichols X 2 
153. II John W. Mallard X 2 
154. II J. J. Mincy X X 2 
155. II James Nichols X 2 
156. II G. w. Woods X 2 
157. II John Williams X X 2 
158. II Lamar Jowers X 2 
159. II Michael Murphy 2 
160. II James M. Mincy X 2 
161. II Washington Mincy 2 
162. II Benjamin J. Lanier 2 
163. II Robert Woods X X 2 
164. II John H. Brown X X 2 
165. II William Bowen X 2 
166. II John Boyt 2 
167. II Caroline Bowen 2 
168. II Hezekeah Bowen X X 2 
169. II James J. Williams X X 2 
170. II John Gay X 2 
171. II Andrew J. Gay 2 
172. II Reamer Scarborough X 2 
173. II John R. Beasley X X 2 
174. II Timothy Bland X X 2 
175. II William Bland, Jr. X X 2 
176. II William Bland, Sr. X 2 
177. II Neal Buie 2 
178. II John Bowen X X 2. 
179. II Levi Cartee X X 2 
180. II Wm. Cartee X 2: 
181. II Mitchell Collens 2: 
182. II Thomas Col lens X 2' 
183. II w. A. Col lens X 2 , 
184. II Jackson Collens X 2= 
185. II Mitchell Collens 23 
186. II Mathew Dixon X 2 1 
187. II Michael Dixon 2~ 
188. II Robert Donaldson X X 2 
189. II Mitchell Dixon X X 2 
190. II James Elerbee X X 2 
191. " Jehue Everit X X 2 
192. II Benjamin Atwood X X 2 
193. II Judson Atwood X X 2 
194. II Benjamin Elles X X 2 ~ 
195. II Alderman Franklin X X 24 
196. II Solomon Green 2ll ~ 
197. II Samuel Hodges X 2ll 
198. II William Holloway, Jr. X X 25 
199. II Redden Holloway X 25 















































































































William Holloway, Sen. 
Joshua Holloway 
James A. Lanier 
Henry C. Lee 
George W. Lee 
Benjamin Lane 
James M. Lane 
J. Kennady 
S. H. Kennady 
J. W. Kimbrell 
Malachi Mercer, Sen. 
Reiley Mercer 
Clement Mercer 
Malachi Mercer, Jr. 
Andrew Bird 
Jackson Bird 




Hezekiah J. Parrish 
Griffin Parrish 
Ezekell J. Parrish 
James M. Parrish 







Jefferson G. Williams 
Moses L. Warren 
Isaac Turner 
Thomas Waters 
D. R. W. Avent 
Daniel Alderman 
Wm. C. Anderson 






James H. DeLoach 
Moses L. Hodges 
Thomas B. Jones 
John G. Jones 
George Kicklighter 
Fedrick Kicklighter 




























































































































































































Seaborn R. Hodges 
Glen F. Hendrick 
John F. Hendrick 
Sarah H. Groover 
Clarissa Southwell 
Sarah Driggers 
Eliza A. Anderson 
Nancy Kicklighter 
Andrew Kicklighter, Sen. 
Jackson Driggers 
W. N. Moore 
William Moore 
Ely J. Marten 
William Lewis 
L. S. Beasley 











A. J. Strickland 
Benjamen Turner 
Joseph Wilson 
D. Albert Williams 
John G. Williams 
N. W. Woodcock 
Wm. A. Williams 
James H. Wilkinson 
Wm. B. Williams 
James M. Williams 
William H. Williams 
David D. DeLoach 
L. E. M. Williams 
Aaron G. Williams 
Martha M. Cannon 











































































































































































































John R. Brown 
Jessee M. Brown 
John E. Groover 





Wm. DeLoach, Sen. 
Joel H. Durrence 
John DeLoach, Jr. 
John DeLoach, Sen. 
William Denmark 
Mathew DeLoach 
Polly A. Wise 
David Beasley, Jr. 
(omitted) 
Robert W. DeLoach 
Milledge Burnseds 












James S. Hagen 
S. Hagin 
John R. Heyton (Hilton?) 
Henry Dugger 
John D. McElveen 
Moses J. McElveen 
John M. Marten 
John Futch 
A. Hagin 
Rebecca A. E. DeLoach 
James Bennett 
E. N. Marten 
James Hagin 
J. C. Proctor 
J. W. Proctor 
William Mitchell 
Robert Waters 
M. M. Waters 
0. Phillips 
A. J. Williams 








































































Household Date Name 1860 1870 Housel No. Taken No . 
359. No date given M. M. Bennett 411. 
360. II s. Johnson X 412. 
361. II J. w. Marten X X 413. 
362. II I. I. Marten (or J. J.) 414. 
363. II Irwin Rodgers X X 415. 
364. II Samuel E. Lee X 416. 
365. II Mathew Rushing X 417. 
366. II Mitchell Sikes X 418. 
367. II Elizabeth Durrance X 419. 
368. II Eliza Durrence X 420. 
369. II s. J. Hendley X X 421. 
370. II H. A. Stephens 422. 
371. II Moses Crosby X 423. 
372. II James Wise 424. 
373. II Emund Sheffield X 425. 
374. II Eliza Bennett 426. 
375. II America A. Williams 427. 
376. II Margarett Hagin X 428. 
377. II Malachi F. Ragin X 429. 
378. II Thomas H. Redding X X 430. 
379. II Allen Mikell (crossed out) X X 431. 
380. II Allen J. Mikell X 432. 
381. II Jesse Marten X 433. 
382. II Curtis s. Marten X 434. 
383. II Ely A. Brack 435. 
384. II R. G. F. Brannen 436. 
385. II Richard Richardson X X 437. 
386. II William Wise X 438. 
387. II Masura Williams 439. 
388. II Tobitha Proctor 440. 
389. II Jacob Nevills X X 441. 
390. II John Brannen X X 442. 
391. II John S. Lee X 443. 
392. II John J. Davis 444. 
393. II John Brown, Sen. X X 445. 
394. II Mitchell Crosby X 446. 
395. II James G. Cone X 447. 
396. II A. D. Cone X X 448. 
397. II Steph(en) Thorne X X 449. 
398. II Isaac Futch X X 450. 
399. II H. Solomen Futch X X 451. 
400. II Nathaniel Melton 452. 
401. II Adam Iler X 453. 
402. II David Strickland X X 454. 
403. II John Brown, Jr. X X 455. 
404. II Milledge Brown X 456. 
405. II Peter Cone X 457. 
406. II A. J. Wilson X X 458. 
407. II J. G. Slater X X 459. 
408. II M. w. Hodges X 460. 
409. II Joseph Glisson X X 461. 















































































































H. W. Glisson 
John Grimes 




Barkey C. Brown 
Eliza Brown 
Mary Davis 
Peter C. Richardson 
Thomas B. Thorne 
Allen B. Chitty 
William Bennett 
James A. Kerby 
John Kerby 
George W. Williams 
Berry Ann Johnson 
George B. Richardson 
Joseph Richardson 
James J. Bowen 
Hardy Richardson 
Stephen Richardson 









James M. Lee 
Wily Mikell 
C. A. Sorrier 




Robert B. Slater 
Joseph Dutton 
R. N. J. Williams 
David Wilson 
Wayne D. Waters 
Fedrick P. Miller 
William J.M. Griner 
Elbert Lee 
Augustus Lanier 
Henry H. Hagin 
Rodney Burk 


































































Household Date Name 1860 1870 Hous1 No. Taken N1 
463. No date given Lemuel S. Lanier 51 5. 
464. II John R. Meller X X 51 6. 
465. II Asbury Hodges X X 51 7. 
466. II Martha A. Brown 51 8. 
467. II James M. Bland X 51 9. 
468. II William Donaldson X X 52 0. 
469. II Margar~tt C. Donaldson 521. 
470. II Dicy Nevills 522. 
471. II Dicy Riggs 523. 
472. II Polly Donaldson 52 4. 
473. II Garrett Williams X 525. 
474. II Roxey A. Williams X 52 6. 
475. II James Donaldson X X 52 7. 
476. II Joseph Cone X X 528. 
477. II Enoch Mills 52 9. 
478. II Robert J. Williams X X 53 0. 
479. II Thomas Nevills X X 531. 
480. II Josiah Allen X 53 2. 
481. II John T. Brannen X 533. 
482. II Wm. A. Sumerlin X X 53 4. 
483. II Joshua F. Hodges X X 535. 
484. II John U. Rowe X 53 6. 
485. II James Riggs X 53 7. 
486. II Samuel Dutton X 538. 
487. II Richard A. Lane X 53 9. 
488. 11 · Calvin Deal X X 54 0. 
489. II Elisha B. Wilson X X 54 1. 
490. II Allen R. Lanier X 54 2. 
491. II James Newsom X 54 3. 
492. II Thomas Alderman X X 54 4. 
493. II Mitchell Alderman X 545. 
494. II George F. M. DreSieLot (struck) 54 6. 
495. II A. J. Cone X X 54 7. 
496. II David Williams X X 54 8. 
497. II Samuel J. Williams X 54 9. 
498. II William B. Lester X X 55 0. 
499. II w. o. Darsey 55 1. 
500. II Elizabeth Beasley 55 2. 
501. II John Franklin 553. 
502. II Sarah Fletcher 55 4. 
503. II Mozelle Fletcher 55 5. 
504. II Handy Scarborough 55 6. 
505. II July Ann Keleher 55 7. 
506. II Mary Ann Keleher 55 8. 
507. II Mathew Miller X X 55 9. 
508. II Cathren Wise X 56 0. 
509. II Mary Ann Waters X X 561. 
510. II Rebecca Hagin 56 2. 
511. II Mary J. Jones X 563. 
512. II Dicy Allen 564. 
513. II Syreen Brannen X 565. 
514. II Sarah Brannen 566. 
92 
Household Date Name 1860 1870 No. Taken 
515. No date given Elizabeth Hodges 
516. II Lucretia Brannen 
517. II Matilda Hodges 
518. II Caroline Akins X 
519. II Martha Cambell X 
520. II Malachi Akins X 
521. II Ann E. Zetterower 
522. II William Calman X 
523. II Mary E. Hodges 
524. II Jane Hagen 
525. II Daniel B. Brannen 
526. II Lucy E. Asby X 
527. II Emeline Beasley 
528. II Jane A. E. Beasley 
529. II Delila J. Daughtry 
530. II Madison Woods X 
531. II Robert M. Williams, Jr. X X 
532. II Reamer L. Williams 
533. II Benjamen s. Newton X 
534. II Martha C. Williams 
535. II Eveline H. Williams 
536. II Martha Williams 
537. II Frances L. Williams 
538. II Amanda C. Williams 
539. II Nancy Gay X 
540. II Ann Stone 
541. II Eliza Williams X 
542. II Masur a Bell X 
543. II Roxey A. Allen 
544. II Roxey Ann Gay 
545. II Mary Ann Woodram X X 
546. II Ezekell Woodram 
547. II Samuel Williams X 
548. II Ann M. E. Woo dram 
549. II Mary Ann Woodram X 
550. II America Ann Gay 
551. II Mathew Williams X 
552. II Mary Ann Lanier 
553. II S. J. McCray X 
554. II Martha Williams 
555. II Elizabeth Bell X 
556. II Martha Dutton X 
557. II Lavina Bell X 
558. II Elizabeth Aycock 
559. II C. C. Williams X 
560. II Mary Ann McRae 
561. II Sarah C. Williams X 
562. II Sarah D. Will:i,ams 
563. II Martha Aycock 
564. II Jane C. Sanders 
565. II Caroline E. Sanders 
566. II Keziah M. Weeks 
93 
Household Date Name 1860 1870 Ho No. Taken 
567. No date given Sarah A. Burch 61 568. II Sarah Wooten 62 
569. II Joshua Woods X X 62 570. II David Woods 62 · 571. II Samuel T. Smith 62 572. II Sarah Smith X 62 
573. II Mary Hendrix X 62 
574. II James K. Hendricks, Jr. X X 62 
575. II Moses Hendricks X X 62 576. II Simeon Hendricks 621 
577. II Timothy Hendricks 62 1 
578. II Benjamen Roberts 631 
579. II Reamer Barns X 63 '. 580. II Isaiah Parrish 63: 
581. II Susannah Woods 63 '. 582. II Eveline Clifton X 631 
583. II Reller Pridgen 63 ~ 584. II Elizabeth Hendricks X 63 t 585. II John Q. Hendricks X X 63 i 586. II Susan Bland 63t 587. II Jemima Bland 63 ~ 588. II Sarah Bland 64( 589. II Theophilus Scarborou5h 64 1 590. II Mary Ann Gay 64 2 591. II Sarah Bland 643 592. II Elizabeth Parrish 64 ~ 593. II William E. Parrish 64 5 594. II Elizabeth Mercer 64 6 595. II Sarah Ann Green 64 7 596. II Jincy Green X 64 8 597. II Amelia Ann Buie i; 49 



















































































































Andrew Bird, Jr. 
























Eleza Ann Holloway 









































Household Date Name 1860 1870 Hot No. Taken 
671. No date given Sarah Holland 72~ 
672. II America Holland 72l 
673. II Dora Ann Waters 72: 
674. II Lavena Waters 72E 
675. II Anna Waters 727 
676. II Morgan Waters 72E 
677. II Cathrine Riggs 72S 
678. II Winey Green 73C 
679. II General Green X 731 
680. II Martin M. Riggs X 732 
681. II Racheal A. Riggs 73~ 
682. II Sarah J. Mikell 73/J, 
683. II Lavina S. Waters 735 
684. II George E. McCall X 73E 
685. II Isabella D. Manes 737 
686. II John Clefton X X 73E 
687. II Nancy Ham X 739 
688. II Mary Ann Rowe X 74C 
689. II Laurer P. Ham 741 
690. II Elizabeth Walls 742 
691. II Mary Mincy X 743 
692. II John Nevells X 744 
693. II William B. Brannen X X 745 
694. II Ansell Parrish X 746 
695. II Ebenezer Barns X 747 
696. II James Goold 748 
697. II Frank B. Manes 749 
698. II Frances N. Fletcher 75C 
699. II Augustus MaCrone 751 
700. II George R. Hagin X X 752 
701. II Ann Hagen X 753 
702. II Eliza Dasher X 754 
703. II Mary Ann Lastinger X 755 
704. II Overton Dutton X 756 
705. II America E. Manes X X 757 
706. II Mary Waters X X 758 
707. II Wm. A. J. Wylly 759 
708. II Amos P. Hart X X 760 
709. II Win. B. Hart X 761 
710. II Henry J. Waters 762 
711. II Wm. L. Kerby X 763 
712. II Robert J. Waters X X 764 
713. II James R. Wilson 765 
714. II Frances M. Waters 766 
715. II Jackson N. Wilson X 767 
716. II Maggie A. Wylly 768 
717. II Mattie Hodges 769 
718. II Roxey A. Hodges 770 
719. II Martha A. Stringer 771 
720. II Lavinia Hodges 772 
721. II Lucretia McCroan 773 
















































































































George W. Hagen 
Raford M. Hodges 
George A. Hart 
Fanny A. Hart 
Milbury A. Hart 
Chrischania Hart 
Ancel P. Alderman 
Wm. J. W. Alderman 
John King 
Michael M. Esau 
Iverson Simmons 
John E. Lee 
Daniel Brannen 
James F. Lee 
Newton R. Lee 
Winfield S. Lee 
Sarah Lee, Sen. 
Sarah Lee, Jr. 












Hiram C. Hodges 
Ansel H. Hodges 
John Ellis 
Henry Parrish 
Leonard W. Kicklighter 
Thomas E. Knight 
Thomas L. Roach 
James Hendley 
Joseph S. Cone 
Jasper Alderman 
John Alderman 
George M. Drew 
Jane C. Lee 
Bryant W. Wilkinson 
Henry Parrish, Jr. 
Joseph A. Hodges 
S. C. Moore 
Rebecca Moore 
James R. Knight 
Martha J. Knight 








































































































































Joseph Knight, Jr. 
James M. Mock 
Mary Lane 





Sarah E. Davis 
Obediah A. Davis 
Mary J. Cone 
Mahetabell A. Edward 
Sarah R. Cone 
Elizabeth Futch 
John Gremes (Grimes?) 
Ann Grimes 
Benjamen E. Grims (Grimes?) 
Sarah Davis 
Polly Glisson 
Mary Ann Glisson 
Susan Slater 
Ann E. Brannen 
Elizabeth A. Brannen 
Adaline C. Brannen 





Rebecca E. Strickland 
Sentha A. D. Richardson 
George W. Sharp 
Jessee M. Martin 
John D. Driggers 
Eliza M. Lastinger 
Anniss Lastinger 
Susan E. Lastinger 
Sarah W. Mock 
M. America Driggirs 
Susan Grooms 
Jane Warnock 
Sarah Ann E. Warnock 
Mary J. Lee 
Susan Brown 
Louzer D. Brown 
Susan D. Brown 
Mary C. Sheffield 
Calvin Rushing 
Nancy Groover 
Elmira L. Martin 






























































































































































































John R. Marten 
Benjamin T. Woodcock 
Seaborn Woodcock 
Marten N. Woodcock 
Stephen Denmark 
Harriet Hendrix 




William H. Mitchell 
Jane Davis 
Mary J. Hagin 
Owen Y. Rogers 
James G. Moore 
Thomas B. Moore 
John H. Sheffield 
Martha Alderman 
Emma R. Woodcock 
Mary E. Woodcock 
Jane Moore 
Barbary Rimes 
Mary Ann Bennett 
Leety Ann Bennett 
H. Lavena Bennett 
Eliza L. Bennett 
Martha Bennett 
Jane E. Kicklighter 
Elizabeth Kicklighter 





Ann C. Rowe 
Weltha Ann C. Denmark 
Nancy Rowe, Sen. 
Ann J. Rimes 
Rebecca Rowe 
Sarah Rowe 
Ann C. Rowe, Jr. 







Racheal E. Nessmith 
Mary A. Denmark 






















,- _,,, • - •• _,,~ ... ,i,. 
Household Date Name 1860 1870 No. Taken 
879. No date given James W. Denmark X X 
880. " Margarett Mikell 
881. " Elizabeth Mikell 
882. " James H. Mikell X 
883. " William B. Mikell 
884. II David B. Mikell 
885. II Peter C. Rowe 
886. II Mary A. Anderson 
887. II Susan E. Anderson 
888. II Macy Ann Kicklighter 
889. II James Kicklighter X 
890. II Charles W. Zetterower X X 
891. II Madeson Hodges 
892. II Elizabeth Waters 
893. II Ellender Smith 
894. II Mary Ann Smith X 
895. II Luvica Collens 
896. II Millenton Smith 
897. II James M. Meritt X 
898. II Cathrine Mikell X 
899. II Setetee Ann Mikel 
900. II Eliza E. Mikell X 
901. II Elza Mikell 
902. II Amander J. Merritt 
903. II Marittee Waters 
904. II Elender J. Slater 
905. II William M. Eason X 
906. II James W. Mikell X 
907. II James Mikell 
908. II James R. Deal X 
909. II John Deal 
910. II John Lanier X 
911. II Benjamen T. Sims X 
912. II Augustus Mallard X 
913. II Jordan L. Rimes X 
914. II Alexander Mikell X 
915. II Rhoda Rigden 
916. II Mc;1rtha Rigden X 
917. II Mary Rigden 
918. II Welthy Ann Rigden 
919. II America Ann Rigden 
920. II Thomas Rigden 
921. II Sarah Franklin 
922. II Dicy (?) Franklin 
923. II Lavena E. Franklin 
924. II James H. Marten X 
925. II Mary Woods 
926. " Sarah Waters 
927. II Elmira Aaron 
928. II Cathrine Beasley 
929. II Susannah Williams 




931. No date given 
932 • II 
933. II 
934 • II 
935 • II 
936 • II 
937. II 
938 • II 
939 • II 




944 • II 
945 • II 
946 • II 
94 7 • II 
948. II 
949 • II 
950 • II 
951. II 
952 • II 
953 • II 
954. II 
955 o II 
956 • II 
957. II 
958 • II 
959 • II 




964 • II 
965 • II 
966 • II 
96 7 • II 
968 • II 








977 • II 
978. II 









Polly Ann Alderman 












America S. J. Williams 
Nancy Waters 
John Waters 
Sally C. Johnson 
Nicy D. Floyd 
Nancy Brannen, Jr. 
Semantha Brannen 
Martha Waters 
William R. Waters 
Jason A. Waters 















































Household Date Name 1860 1870 Ii No. Taken 
983. No date given Jackson Bird X X 1 
984. II Cuyler Lanier X 1 
985. II Sarah Lanier 1 
986. II Mereda Hendricks 1 
987. II Augustus Lanier X X 1 
988. II Augustus Rountree 1 
989. II Vina Lanier 1 
990. II Saleety Ann Lanier 1 
991. II Sophronia Lanier X 1 
992. II Wiley Hendricks 1 
993. II Matilda Williams 1 
994. II Anna Bowen, Sen. 1 
995. II Anna Bowen, Jr. 1 
996. II Nancy Williams 1 
997. II Cellia A. Patters(on?) 1 
998. II George Cornelius 1 
999. II Hatty N. Lee 1, 
1000. II William Bell X 11 
1001. II Roxey A. Bell 11 
1002. II Zelphy Ann Hendrix 11 
1003. II Sarah A. E. Hendrix 11 
1004. II Emely Hendrix 11 
1005. II Dorah Hendrix 11 
1006. II Sarah Roberts 11 
1007. II Mary A. Roberts 11 
1008. II Anngeline Roberts X 1( 
1009. II Jane Ann Hendri,ck 11 
1010. II Eliza Ann Gay 1( 
1011. II Laurer Gay 1( 
1012. II Elizabeth Mincy 1( 
1013. II Clarke Mincy 1( 
1014. II Henry Mincy 1( 
1015. II Abraham Mincy X X 1( 
1016. II Margarett Ellis 1( 
1017. II Andrew Scott X 1( 
1018. II w. J. Tillis X lC 
1019. " Sarah A. Glisson lC 
1020. " Ann J. Futch lC 
1021. II Sarah Lewis X lC 
1022. II Martha Burnsides 1( 
1023. II Elizabeth Burnsides 1( 
1024. II Eliza Bacon 1( 
1025. " Henry Burnsides X X lC 
1026. " Elias M. McElven X 10 
1027. II John A. Futch X X 10 
1028. II James Futch X 10 
1029. II Ebenezer Newman 10 
1030. II Jessee Crosby 10 
1031. II John C. Denmark 10 
1032. II Jefferson Morris X 10 
1033. II Mary W. Lee X 10 













































































































John W. Miller 
Martha Woodcock 
Candacy Beasley 
William J. Beasley 
Abetha Beasley 
George T. Brewton 





George W. Kickalighter 
America Kicklighter 
Elezeer Kicklighter 
Frances H. C. Williams 
Eliza C. Williams 
Elizabeth Williams 
Sarah J. Williams 
Sarah A. Williams 
Mary J. Williams 
Frances E. Williams 
Sarah C. Williams 




Ann E. J. Williams 
July A. J. Williams 
Susan E. Daly 
Margrett Williams 
Martin E. Jones 
Mary E. Nevels 
Sarah J. Nevels 
Wm. R. Nevels 
Doctor F. Nevill 
Jemima J. Jones 
Emeline Wilson 
Margaret F. Wilson 
Eliza J. Brannen 
Ann Elizabeth Waters 
Sarah M. Waters 
Robert B. Waters 
Elizabeth Proctor 
Harritt A. Proctor 
Sarah M. Proctor 
Cathrine M.A. Lanier 
Mareetta Proctor 
Martha Groover 
Martha C. Tullis 































































































































Susannah B. Proctor 
Martha R. Proctor 
Emily E. Proctor 
Mary Akins 
Dora Ann Akins 
Sarah A. Akins 
Welburn B. Akins 
William M. Proctor 
Eliza Lanier 
Sarah E. Martin 
Mary Lanier 
Martha V. Lanier 
Lemuel Lanier 
Jane E. Waters 
Wm. E. Waters 
Miles L. Waters 
Jeremiah H. Moore 
William W. Olliff 
John M. Olliff 
James F. Olliff 
Lucinday Olliff 
Sarah Jane Olliff 
Harriett D. Olliff 




Miley S. Dasher 
Ann J. Dasher 
Barbary Moore 
Louiza Alderman 





Mary Ann Akins 
William Ham 
Harmon Ham 
Mary A. Rushing 





Sarah A. Olliff 






















Aaron, Elm ira, 100 
Adelaide, GA, 57 
African Methodist Episcopal 
Church, 71 
Akins, Caroline, 93 
Akins, Dora Ann, 104 
Akins, Edwin, 29 
Akins, Eliza, 104 
Akins, Frances, 83 
Akins, John, 83 
Akins, Lewis, 83 
Akins, Lucinda, 97 
Akins, Malachi, 93 
Akins, Martha, 104 
Akins, Mary, 104 
Akins, Mary Ann, 104 
Akins, Mike, 97 
Akins, Nancy, 97 
Akins, Polly, 97 
Akins, Robert, 83 
Akins, Sarah A. , 104 
Akins, Solomon, 83 
Akins, Stephen, 83 
Akins, T. Y., 83 
Akins, II. c., 10 
Akins, Welburn B., 104 
Alderman, Ancel P., 97 
Alderman, Ann J. , 101 
Aldernan, Anr. Jane, 37 
Alderman, Ansel, 33, 34, 
36, 37 
Alderman, Chesley, 36 
Alderman, ~aniel, B7, 104 
Alderman, David , 33, 83 
Alderman, Emeline, 104 
Alderman, Harmin, 101 
Alderman, Jasper, 97 
Alderman, John, 97 
Alderman, Lavina J., 104 
Alderman, Louiza, 104 
Alderman, Martha, 99 
Alderman, Mitchell, 92 
Aldermen, Morgan , 104 
Alderman, Nancy, 37, 101 
Alderman, Osman, 14 
Alderman, Polly Ann, 34, 
35, 36, 37, 101 
Alderman, Remer, 33 
Alderman Road, 33, 35 
Alderman, Samuel, 34 
Alderman, Themas, 33, 34, 
35, 36, 37, 38, 92 
A!derman, Tim, 35 
A:derman, Timcthy , 33, 34 
INDEX 
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~lderman , William J. W., 
97 
Aldrich. Monroe , 27 
Allen, Dicy , S2 
Allen, Eli}ah, 85 
Allen, John , 63 
Al len, Josiah , 92 
Allen, Roxey A., 93 
All en, s. L. , 15 
Allen, William, 83 
Alston, John, 83 
Anciaux, Nicholas, 25 
Anderson , David c. , 87 
Anderson, El iza A., as 
Anderson, Frank, 29 
Anderson, James, BS 
Anderson , Jasper , 88 
Anderson, John, 88 
Anderson, Mary A., 100 
Anderson, Myrtle, 61 
Anderson, Susan E., 100 
Anderson, Wil l iam C., 87 
Asby, Lucy E., 93 
Athens, GA, 61 
Atwood, Benjamin, 86 
Atwood, Judson, 86 
Atwood, Margarett, 94 
Atwood, Mary Ann, 94 
Atwood, Winaford, 94 
Augusta, GA, 7, 10 
Avant, M. , 1 o 1 
Avent, ~. R. w., 87 
Averitt, D. P., 11 
Averitt, David Poindexter, 
23 
Aycock, Benjamen , 89 
Aycock, El izabeth, 33 
Ay:ock, Martha, 93 
B 
Bacon, Eliza, 102 
Bacot, D. N., 13 
Bank of Statesboro, 10, 16 
Baptist Church, 21 
Barns, A., 63 
Barns, Ebenezer, 96 
Barns , G. B., 83 
Barns, Reamer, 94 
Bay Branch, 38 
Beasiey, Abetha, 103 
Beasley, Amer ica, 94 
Beas ley, Burchen T., 85 
Beasley, candacy, 103 
Beasley, Cathrine, 100 
Beasley, David, 89 
106 
3casley, Dav:d T. , 34 
Beasley, Eli zabeth , 92 
Beasley, Emeline, 93 
Beas ley , Henr ietta M., B: 
Beasley, Isaiah, 88 
Beasley, James, 94 
Beasley, James L., 84 
Beasley, Jane A. E., 93 
Beasley, John R., 86 
Beasley, L. s., 88 
Beasley, Lavena, 84 
Beasley, Mary Ann, 84 
Beasley, Nancy, 94 
Beasley, Thomas, 84 
Beasley, William J., !03 
Bell, David, 85 
Bell, Elizabeth, 93 
Bell, Jemima , 85 
Bell, John, 85 
Bell, Lavina, 93 . 
Bell, Mary Ann, 85 
Bell, Masura, 93 
Bell, Roxey A., 102 
Bell, Will iam, 102 
Be ll ingsley, Jessie, 71 
Bennett, Eliza, 90 
Bennett, Eliza L., 99 
Bennett, H. Lavena, 99 
Bennett, Hannah, 89 
Bennett, James, 89 
Bennett, Leety Ann, 99 
Bennett, M. M., 90 
Be r.nett, Martha, 99 
Ber.nett, Kary Ann, 99 
Bennett, William, 91 
Bergen, Cletus w., 16 
Berns ids, Zachariah, 83 
Bethel Afr ican Methodist 
Episcopal Church, 71 
Bethel Primitive Baptist 
Church, 7 5 
Bird, Adam, 95 
Bird and Daughtery (1ill ), 
39 
Bird, Andrew, 87, 95 
Bird, Anny, 95 
Bird, D. K., 30 
Bird, Daniel, 95 
Bird, Jackson, 87, 95, 102 
Bird , John T., 95 
Bird, Lavina, 95 
Bird, Lucy Ann, 95 
Bishop, Kllzabeth, 85 
Bishop, George, 85 























































Biackburn, L. R., 14 Brannen, James Alonzo, 23 Bulloch CcJnty Assoc1at1cn 
Blackburn, Steve, 14 Brannen, Jane A. H., 93 of Educators, 74 
Bland, Dan, 29, 39 Brannen, John, 90 Bulloch county Bank, 21 
Bland, Daniel, 83 Brannen, John T., 92 Bulloch County Board of 
Bland, H. G., 27 Brannen, Joshua r., B3 Education, 48-49, 74 
Bland, James M., 92 Brannen, Lavina, 101 Bulloch county, GA 
Bland, Jane, 85 Brannen, Leanah, 101 Architectural history, 
Bland, Jemima, 94 Brannen, Lucretia, 93 21-30 
Bland, Jincy, 39, 94, 101 Brannen, Mary, 104 Buildings and houses 
Bland, Mary Ann, 94 Brannen, Nancy, iOO, 101 Aaron cone house, 28 
Bland, Michael, 101 Brannen, Peter M., 84 Akrns Miil, 23 
Bland, Mitten, 94 Brannen, R. G. F., 90 Alderman house, 33, 34, 
Bland, Sarah, 94 Brannen, Rebecca, lJl 35, 36, 37, 38 
Bland, Sarah E., 94 Brannen, Sarah, 92 Aldrich house, 27 
Bland, Susan, 94 Brannen, semar.tha, 101 A1ler. Hagan house, 28, 
Bland, Timothy, 86 Brannen, Syreen, 92 29 
Bland, William, 86 Brannen, William, 59, 83, B. B. Roach house, 29 
Bland, William H., 84 98 Barnes' Oid Mill, 23 
Eland's Spur, GA, 57 Brannen, William B., 96 Bird house, 30 
Blitch, Jenny, 23 Brannen, William D., 83 Bland, Dan, 29 
Blitch and Blitch (general Brannen's Mill, 39 Blitch, John G., 24 
store), 9 Brewton, George T., 103 Brannen house, 26 
Blitch Community, GA, 24 Brewton, Henry c., 103 Bunce, James Allen, 25 
Blitch Company, 15 Brooklet, GA, 10, 6i cane tarm, 21, 28 
Blitch, J. D., 24 Brooks County, GA, 36 cone, Aaron, 25 
Blitch, J. G., 11, 24 Brown, Barkey c., 91 David Alderman house, 
Blitch, John G., 24 Brown, Eliza, 91 27 
Blitch, William Home, 24 Brown, Elizabeth, 99 Frank Anderson house, 
Blitchton, GA, 6i Brown, J. L., 14 29 
Bowen, Anna, 102 Brown, James F., 83 Goodman, Jesse, 28 
Bowen, Caroline, 86 Brown, Jerry, 48, 49 Gr"mfs, John, 28 
Bowen, Hezekeah, 86 Brown, Jessee M., 89 Groover's Mill, 25 
Bowen, Hezekiah, BS Brown, John, 90 Halcyondaze, 26, 27 
Bowen, James J., 91 Brown, John H., 86 Harville house, 25, 26 
Bowen, John, 85, 86, 87 Brown, John R., 89 H;dges, BenJamin Deal, 
Bowen, Malachi, 101 Brown, Louzer D., 98 28 
Bowen, Willian, 86 Brown, Kanen, 85 Hodges house, 24-25, 
Boyt, John, 86 Brown, Martha A., 92 25 
Brack, Ely A., 90 Brown, Milledge, 90 J. c. Buie house, 29 
Branen, Wade, 89 Brown, Kitchell, 88 Joe Akins house, 29 
Brannen, A., 26 Brown, Nathan, 39, 40 Jones' Mill, 25 
Brannen, Adaline C., 98 Brown, Pheraba, 101 Kennedy, Steven H., 29 
Brannen, Alex, 84, 87 Brown, Susan, 98 Lower Kill Creek 
Brannen, Amander, 98 Brown, Susan D., 98 Primitive Baptist 
Brannen, Ann E., 98 Brown, Susannah, 85 Church, 25 
Brannen, Cecil, 15 Bruton and Pineora Keldrim, Peter, 24 
Brannen, Daniel, 97 Railroad, 11 Old Bill Olliff place, 
Brannen, Daniel B., 93 Bryan County, GA, 7 26 I 27 
Brannen, Dicy, 101 Buie, Amelia Ann, 94 Old Blitch Store, 24 
Brannen, Eliza J., 103 Buie, Daniel, 94 Parrish-Bird-Williams 
Brannen, Elizabeth A., 98 Buie, J. c., 28 house, 30 
Brannen, Ellen, 101 Buie, John, 83 Parrish house, 38, 39, 
Brannen, Harison, 89 Buie, Neal, 86 40 
Brannen, J. A., 9, 10 Bulloch, Archibald, Provenance, 28, 29 
Brannen, James A., 101 Union Methodist Church, 
107 
Bulloch County, GA 
(Continued) 
24 
Upper Lotts creek 
Primitive Baptist 
Church, 23 
census of 1810, 8 
census of 1820, s 
census of 1830, 8 
census of 1840, 8 
Census of 1860, 8 
Census of 1870, 8 
Census of 1900, 11 
Civil liar, 22, 36, 37, 
39, 48 
Civil War veterans, 77, 
79, 81 
cotton, 12, 15 




Emergency Medical Service 
(EMS), 16 
Establishment of county 
seat, 7 
Extinct towns, 57 
Juvenile courts, 71 
Ku Klux Klan, 48, 49, 52 
Hills, 39 
Post Offices, 57 
Railroads, 8, 9, 11, 12, 
13, 28, 57, 60 
Reconstruction, 37 
Schools, 47, 61, 71, 73 
Slavery, 39, 47, 48, 51, 
59 
source of name, 7 
Bulloch county Health 
Department, 74 
Bulloch County Historical 
Society, 25, 29, 30 
Bulloch Drug Company, 14 
Bulloch Oil Mil!, 11 
Bunce, Isaac, 28 
Bunce, James, 29 
Bunce, James Allen, 29 
Burch, Sarah A., 94 
Burk, Rodney, 91 
Burkhalter Road, 24, 59 
Burnette, Clay, 26 
Burns, George, 87 
Burns, Joseph, 87 
Burnseds, Milledge, 89 
Burnsides, Elizabeth, 102 
Burnsides, Henry, 102 
Burnsides, Martha, 102 
Calman, William , 93 
Cambell, Martha, 93 
candler county, GA, 23, 38, 
39 
cannon, Martha K., 88 
Carpenters and Joiners of 
America, 14 
Cartee, Levi, 86 
Cartee, William, 86 
carter, w. F., 61 
Cassady, Lucretia, 95 
Cates, Louise, 84 
Cate and Reed incident, 33 
Central of Georgia 
Railroad, 8, 11, 37, 
60 
Chance, s. T., 10 
Chandler, J. H., 10 
Chatham county, GA, 21 
Chitty, Allen B., 91 
Chitty, William G., 91 
Clark, Alex, 85 
Clefton, John, 96 
Clifton, Eveline, 94 
elite, GA, 61 
coca Cola, i4 
Colfax station, GA, 57 
Callens, Allen, 101 
Callens, Elvina, 95 
Callens, Jackson, 85, 101 
Callens, Jane, 95, 101 
Collens, Jincy, 95 
Collens, Luvica, 100 
Callens, Melbera, 95 
Callens, Mitchell, 86 
Callens, Nancy, 95 
Collens, Sarah Ann, 101 
· Callens, Thomas, 86 
Collens, w. A., 86 
Collins, Annie Laura 
Hendrix, 51 
Cone, A. D., 90 
cone, A. J., 92 
Cone, Aaron, 25, 84 
cone, James G., 90 
Cone, Joseph, 92 
Cone, Joseph s., 97 
cone, Martha, 98 
Cone, Mary J., 98 
Cone, Peter, 34, 90 
Cone, Sarah R., 98 
108 
Connaily, Timothy, 87 
Cordele, GA, 71 
Cornelius, George, 102 
cotton 
Sea Island variety, li, 
12, 61 
Short stapie variety, 1: 
Upland variety, 61 
Crosby, Jessee, 102 
Crosby, Lucy, 89 
Crosby, Mitchell, 90 
Crosby, Moses, 90 
Crumpton, Sarah Ann, 85 
Curlin, Fred, 27 
Cuyler and Woodburn 
Railroad, 60, 61 
Cuyler, GA, 60, 61 
D 
Daisy, GA, 27 
Daly, Susan E., 103 
Danville, GA, 71 
Darien, GA, 59 
Darsey, W. 0., 92 
Dasher, Ann J., 104 
Dasher, Eliza, 96 
Dasher, Miley s., 104 
Daughtry, Delila J., 93 
Daughtry, Frances, 83 
Davis, Delila, 91 
Davis, Elizabeth, 103 
Davis, James, 104 
Davis, Jane, 99 
Davis, John J., 90 
Davis, Mary, 91 
Davis, Obediah A., 98 
Davis, Sarah, 98 
Davis, Sarah E., 98 
Davis, Susan, 98 
Davis, w. D., 9 
Davis, William, 104 
Davis, William H., 89 
Davis, Winnie, 77 
Deal, Calvin, 92 
Deal, James R., 100 
Deal, John, 100 
Dekle, Nancy, 95 
Dekle, William, 95 
DeLoach, Ardelia, 103 
DeLoach, David D., 88 
DeLoach, James H., 87 
DeLoach, Jane, 89 
DeLoach, John, 89 
De Loach, John c., 89 
























































DeLoach, Mathew, 89 
DeLoach, Rebecca A. E., 89 
DeLoach, Robert W., 89 
DeLoach, William, 89 
DeLoach, Wily, 89 
Deloach 1s Mill, 39 
Denmark, Allen, 84 
Denmark, GA, 28 
Denmark, James, 89 
Denmark, James w., 100 
Denmark, John c., 102 
Denmark, Lucinday, 99 
Denmark, Margarett E., 99 
Denmark, Mary A., 99 
Denmark, Stephen, 99 
Denmark, Thomas, 89 
Denmark, Weltha Ann c., 99 
Denmark, Willian, 89 
Dickson, Jane, 89 
Dink, GA, 57 
Dixon, Ellen, 95 
Dixon, Janes T., 84 
Dixon, Mary, 95 
Dixon, Mathew, S6 
Dixon, Michael, 86 
Dixon, Mitchell, S5 
Dixon, Penelope, 95 
Dixon, Seana, 95 
Dixon, William, 97 
Dcbson, Elizabeth, 89 
Donaldson, Agnes, 47 
Donaldson, Agnes Parrish, 
47 
Donaldson Grocery, 14 
Donaldson, Handy, 47, 48 
Donaldson, James, 92 
Donaldson, Margarett c., 
92 
Donaldson, Polly, 92 
Donaldson, R. f., 10, 11 
Donaldson, Rhoda, 101 
Donaldson, Robert, 86 
Donaldson, William, 92 
Donaldson, William P., 84 
Donegal, GA, 57 
Dover and Statesboro 
Railroad, 9 
Dover, GA, 60 
Dresielot, George F., 92 
Drew, George M., 97 
Driggers, Jackson, 88 
Driggers, John D., 98 
Driggers, Sarah, 88 
Driggirs, M. America, 98 
Drummond, W., 91 
Dugger, Clarrissa Ann, 103 
Dugger, Henry, 89 
Durrance, Elizabeth, 90 
Currence, Beulah Woodrum, 
26 
Durrence, Eliza, 90 
Durrence, Joe Emerson, 26 
Durrence, Joel H., 89 
Dusenberg, J. s., 10 
Dutkan, T. A., 85 
Dutton, Joseph, 91 -
Dutton, Martha, 93 
Dutton, Overton, 96 
Dutton, Samuel, 92 
E 
E. E. Foy Manufacturing 
company, 9, 24 
Eason, William M., 100 
Eastern star, 71 
Eastside cemetery, 62 
Edward, Mahetabell A., 98 
Effingham County, GA, 9 
Egypt, GA, 9 
Rldora, GA, 61 
Elerbee, James, 86 
Elerbee, Mary, 101 
Elles, Benjamin, 86 
Ellis and Outland (store), 
10 
Ellis Drug Company, 15 
Ellis, Jacob, 84 
Ellis, John, 97 
Ellis, Margarett, 102 
Ellis, Martha, 97 
Emanuel county, GA, 11 
Emit, GA, 28 
Enneis, C. w., 10 
Esau, Michael M., 97 
Everett, Josiah, 7 
Everit, Jehue, 86 
Everitt, John, 15 
F 
Farmers Union (cotton 
warehouse ), 11 
Fennel, Charles, 14 
Field, J. F., 10 
Finch, Oliver, 83 
fire, Tom, 35 
First Baptist Church 
(Statesboro), 21 
109 
First District Agricultural 
and Mechanical School 
see Georgia southern 
College 
First United Methodist 
Church (Statesboro), 
21 
Fitzgerald, GA, 71 
Fletcher, c. _ E., 84 
Fletcher, Frances N., 96 
Fletcher, Mozelle, 92 
Fletcher, Sarah, 92 
Floyd, Gus, 11 
Floyd, Nicy D., 101 
Floyd, Randel, 97 
Forsythe, John, 34 
Foy, E. E., 9 
Franklin, A. J., 14 
Franklin, Alderman, 86 
Franklin, Dicy, 100 
Franklin, Hiram, 10 
Franklin, John, 92 
Franklin, Lavena E., 100 
Franklin, Purnell, 85 
Franklin, Reamer, 85 
Franklin, Sarah, 100 
Fulcher, J. F., 10 
Futch, Ann J., 102 
Futch, Elizabeth, 98 
Futch, H. Solomen, 90 
Futch, Isaac, 90 
Futch, James, 102 
Futch, John, 89 
Futch, John A., 102 
G 
Gay, America Ann, 93 
Gay, Andrew J., 86 
Gay, Batt, 85 
Gay, Eliza Ann, 102 
Gay, John, 86 
Gay, Laurer, 102 
Gay, Lewis, 85 
Gay, Mary Ann, 94 
Gay, Nancy, 93 
Gay, Roxey Ann, 93 
Gay, Susannah, 83 
Georgia Grace Nursing Hone, 
71 
Georgia southern College, 
16, 29, 71, 74 
Creation, 12 
Upward Bound program, 
74·75 
Gibson, Michael, 99 
Gibson, Owen, 83 
Glisson, H. w., 91 
Glisscn, James, 83, 91 
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